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Biology 101 – Liberal Studies
Fall 2009 Sylllabus
Faculty: Dr. Irene Salter
Office: Holt 341
Phone: 898-6340
E-mail: isalter@csuchico.edu
Office Hours: Tues 8:30-11, Tues 12-12:30 and Fri 1-3, or by appointment
Required texts:
• Krough, D. A Brief Guide to Biology with Physiology, Pearson/Prentice Hall
• BIOL101 Concepts of Biology Laboratory Manual – for Liberal Studies (available through
Omicron in Holt Hall 2nd floor beside the mountain lion)
• Science notebook – a 70-100 page spiral notebook dedicated to the activity portion of this
course (please keep your lecture notes in a separate location)
Goals of the Course:
This is NOT your traditional college biology course. The goal of this course is to give you mastery over
the concepts required of K-8 students in California in a hands-on, experiential way. By the end of the
course, you will hopefully gain a deep understanding of the major key concepts that are the foundation of
biology – deep enough for you to teach kids about them if that is your eventual career goal. Do not expect
to spend a lot of time listening to me talk at you while you take notes. Most of the time, you will be
actively engaged in observing, experimenting, discovering, discussing, and building models during both
“lecture” and “lab” sections. Through your own explorations, you will develop an understanding of the
biology concepts that lay beneath what you observe. We will also spend a significant portion of the course
discussing and analyzing how people (including young children and yourselves) learn about biology.
Most of the activities you will take part in come directly from my former middle school science
classroom. If you wish to use these activities in your own classrooms someday, then lesson plans can be
found at my website: http://www.mysciencebox.org Many of the videos showing children learning the
same concepts as we are may be viewed online for free at
http://www.learner.org/channel/courses/essential/life/
Throughout the course, you will experience and learn about every life science concept listed in the K-8
California Science Content Standards. In fact, these standards contain every big idea you will be expected
to master by the end of the class. These include:
• Ecology – living things interact with each other and with their environment
• Structure and Function – all living things have structures that are suited to accomplish
specific functions
• Evolution – the diversity of living things on the planet is the result of evolution taking place
over a long period of time
• Chemistry of Life – living things have many different kinds of molecules, including small
ones, such as water and salt, and very large ones, such as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and
DNA
• Cell Biology – all living things are made of cells which carry on all the processes needed to
sustain life
• Genetics – cells contain DNA which provides the genetic instructions necessary to run the
cell and the whole organism
• Investigation and Experimentation – the foundation of science is inquiry, the use of
observation, experimentation, and discussion to learn about the world
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Date

L/A

Topics

Aug 24

A1

Aug 25

L1

Course overview, What is science & Measuring
and observing lab
Ecosystem structure & Food chains

Aug 28

A2

Aug 31

A3

Sep 1

L2

Sep 4

A4

Sep 7
Sep 8

A5
L3

Food chain decision, Gone fishin’, & Energy
flows video and discussion
LABOR DAY HOLIDAY – NO CLASS
Atoms, molecules, and chemical reactions

Sep 11
Sep 14

A6
A7

Matter? Molecules? & Energy from food
Worm bins and Decomposition & Rotten log lab

Sep 15
Sep 18

L4
A8

Matter from food & Digestive system
Matter cycles, Carbon cycle game, & Matter
cycles video discussion

Sep 21

A9

Sep 22

L5

Sep 25

A10

Sep 28

A11

ECOLOGY KWLH DUE, Skull lab &
chicken’s foot dissection
Reproductive system & Animal life cycles
revisited
MIDTERM DUE, What plants need experiment
presentations (P1) & Plant life cycles
Lung models & Heart dissection

Sep 29
Oct 1

L6
A12

Nervous system & the eye
Osmosis eggs

Oct 5

A13

Oct 6
Oct 9

L7
A14

Oct 12

A15

Oct 13

L8

Organ research presentations (P4) & Water
spinners
The characteristics of life
Flower dissections, Begin who’s your daddy &
Begin life traps
9 AM NOTEBOOK CHECK, Observe who’s
your daddy plants, Check life traps, About fungi
and bacteria & Microscope observations
Cell parts and functions

Designing experiments, What plants need & Set
up Terraqua columns
Critter presentations (P2), Food webs & Outdoor
explorations
Energy & Food webs
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Assignments (Assignments are due
the next class meeting unless
otherwise indicated)
Water bottle (Aug 28)
HW1 What do plants need? (Aug 28)
p 389-91
HW2 Critter Research (Aug 31
Begin Ecology KWLH (Sep 21)

HW3 Food Chain Decision
p 95-97, 423-27
p 442 essay
Update Ecology KWLH (Sep 21)
HW4 Matter? Molecules?
p 15-22, 8-10, 60-61
Reread p 425-426 (esp Figure 24.13)
Begin decomposition experiments
(Oct 30)
p 524-530
p 415-423
Midterm #1 given (Sep 25)
Finish Ecology KWLH
p 459-462
Plant experiment presentations
p 449-456, 538-555
Begin Plant/Animal KWLH (Nov 3)
HW5 Organ research (Oct 5)
p 513-524
Organ research reminder
p 83-86, 530-534
HW6 What is life?
p 31-37
p 559-569
Prep science notebook
p 336-339, 351-354 (SKIP essay
20.1 on p 337)
p 55-75
Bring Model Cell materials

Date
Oct 16

L/A
A16

Topics
11 AM NOTEBOOK CHECK, Pollinate who’s
your daddy plants & Model cells (P5)
Pollinate who’s your daddy plants & Molecule
testing
Photosynthesis – part 1
Photosynthesis – part 2, Pollinate who’s your
daddy plants, Bubbling plants & Starch testing
Cellular respiration & Classifying living things
video discussion

Oct 19

A17

Oct 20
Oct 23

L9
A18

Oct 26

A19

Oct 27

L10

Oct 30

A20

Nov 2

A21

Nov 3

L11

Nov 6

A22

Nov 9

A23

Nov 10

L12

MIDTERM #2 DUE, Is it Alive? – part 2 (P7)
& DNA models
Secret codes

Nov 13

A24

Mitosis & Meiosis

Nov 16
Nov 17
Nov 20

A25
L13
A26

Nov 30

A27

Mendel & Making babies
Protein factory
Isopod variations (P8)
THANKSGIVING BREAK – NOV 23-27
Complete Who’s your daddy & Bird beak buffet

Dec 1
Dec 4

L14
A28

Dec 7

A29

Dec 8

L15

Dec 11

A30

Photosynthesis vs respiration & What do plants
do more?
Worm bins & decomposition presentations (P3)
Cell energy lab – part 1
Cell energy lab – part 2 (P6) & What is life?
video discussion
PLANT/ANIMAL KWLH DUE & Lessons
from thin air video discussion
DNA extraction & Is it Alive? – part 1

Darwin and evolution
What are mutations? & Variation video
discussion
Evidence for evolution & Breeding cats

Assignments (Due Date)
Update Plant/Animal KWLH (Nov
3)
P 38-53
P 123-125

P 98-100, 107-108, 112
Update Plant/Animal KWLH (Nov
3)
Decomposition experiment
presentation reminder
HW7 Plants vs. animals comparison
Midterm #2 (Nov 9)
Finish Plant/Animal KWLH
Begin DNA & Evolution KWLH
(Dec 11)
p 137-140
P 203-211
HW8 Trait survey (Nov 16)
HW9 Unscramble pictures
p 228-229 essay
HW10 Mendel’s data
p 141-145, 375-8
p 167-175
p 215-223

Update DNA & Evolution KWLH
(Dec 11)
p 253-262
P 209-211
Finish science notebook
p 262-267
Finish DNA & Evolution KWLH

NOTEBOOKS DUE, Misconceptions about
Evolution & Evolution video discussion
DNA AND EVOLUTION KWLH DUE &
Study for Final!
Review
FINAL EXAM – THURSDAY DEC 17 10-11:50
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Course Expectations and Policies:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Attendance is mandatory for both lectures and activities. You must be there and you must
participate in order to learn what is required to do well in this course. There is a sign-in sheet that will
circulate the room during every lecture and lab. A head count will also be performed. Failure to attend
regularly (4 or more un-made-up absences) will result in an automatic “F” regardless of your grades.
Make up policy. If you know in advance that you will not be able to attend a class, let me know
ASAP and plan to come to my office hours to make up the missed material within a week. If you
MISS a lecture, lab, or exam, be aware that I will only schedule make up sessions (including a make
up exam) for a “serious and compelling” reason such as a serious illness, death in your immediate
family, etc. If you have a valid reason and if you contact me within 48 hours of your absence, then I
MAY schedule a time for you to make up the material.
Be on time. Do not leave class early.
Do not use your cell phone for calls or text messaging. It is acceptable to use the cell phone for
taking pictures and using the calculator related to class activities.
Bring your lab manual and science notebook to every class.
Study 2-3 hours outside of class for every hour in class. This class is a lot of work. Here are some
suggestions for how to study:
! Before every lab, read the lab manual. It is essential to come prepared for lab because we
will begin immediately with the expectation that you have read the procedure.
! Before every class, check the syllabus to see what we will be doing. If there is an
assigned reading, skim the pages so you know what will be covered.
! In class, speak up. Participate. Ask lots of questions. Enjoy yourself. Science is FUN!
! After every lab, complete all parts of the assignment that you did not finish in class.
! After every class, read the assigned material and make lots of notes in the margins of your
textbook.
! After every class, update your KWLH table.
! After every class, review everything you learned by rewriting any notes from class,
combining them with reflections from the activity, and any assigned reading.
! After watching a class video, go to the website
http://www.learner.org/channel/courses/essential/life/ and explore the “A Closer Look”
tab for more information about the topics explored in the video. (The Lessons from Thin
Air video is available separately at http://www.learner.org/resources/series26.html)
! Before an exam, reorganize what you have learned in another way. Create flash cards to
review vocabulary (especially for the body systems). Draw/copy pictures. Create a table.
Review each of the activities from class.
Do not hesitate to ask questions. Ask questions in class. Ask before or after class. E-mail me. Come
to my office hours. No question is stupid. Philosophical discussions about biology, science, and
teaching are welcome. My job is to help you but you have to ask for help first.
All University policies pertain to this course. If you want or need to drop this class, you may do so
for any reason during the first 2 weeks of the semester through the Portal and during the 3rd or 4th
weeks by submitting a Change of Program (COP) form signed by me. After the 4th week, to drop a
class, you must have a “serious and compelling reason” as defined by the University or your advisor.
(Reasons NOT considered serious and compelling include low grades, failure to attend class,
dissatisfaction with the course material or instructor, difficulty of the material, pressure of other
classes or extracurricular activities, or lack of motivation.) The Department of Biological Sciences
and the College of Natural Sciences interpret the “serious and compelling” rule strictly.
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Grading:
240 points

3 KWLH (80 points each)
There are 3 major “segments” to the course: Ecology, Plant & Animal Physiology, and
Genetics & Evolution. For each segment there will be in-class videos that expose you to
children’s ideas about life science. You must maintain a KWLH table documenting your
own learning and complete a reflection comparing your own scientific understanding to
those of the children in the videos (see KWLH grading rubric in the lab manual).
200 points
2 Science notebook checks (10 points per lab)
Science notebooks will be collected twice during the semester. Although there are 21
graded labs, only 20 are “required”. That means that you can skip one lab this semester
and still get the full amount of required lab points. If you attend and complete all 21 labs,
then the extra lab is worth 10 points extra credit. Science notebooks will be graded on
organization, completeness, level of detail, and neatness (see Science notebook grading
rubric in the lab manual).
160 points
8 Presentations (20 points each)
There will be 8 presentations throughout the course. Some are individual presentations
while others are group presentations describing experimental results. Grading criteria are
described in your lab manual.
200 points
2 Midterm exams (100 points each)
These will be open-book, take-home exams covering recent material from both lecture and
activities.
50 points
5 Pop quizzes (10 points each)
These unannounced science content quizzes will model questions similar to those you
might see on the midterms and/or final. There are no make-ups.
150 points
1 Final exam (150 points)
The final exam is cumulative. Material from both lecture and activities will be addressed.
Extra credit (10-50 points)
A variety of extra credit possibilities will be announced during the course of the semester.
1000 points total
You accumulate points throughout the semester. These points will be converted to a grade at the end of
the semester according to this scale:
Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD
F

Minimum points
930
900
870
830
800
770
730
700
600
Below 6000

Percentage
93%
90%
87%
83%
80%
77%
73%
70%
60%
Below 60%
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BIOL 101 Student Safety Contract
To ensure an understanding of concepts and the safe execution of laboratory experiments, it is essential
that you come to class prepared and follow the rules of laboratory conduct and procedures for discard of
materials as outlined below.

Laboratory Conduct

Initial after you read each item

Consumption of food or drink is not allowed in the laboratory at any time. ______
Coats, backpacks, and other personal items are to be stored on the floor out of the aisle. ____
Only those items needed for my laboratory work will be on the bench top. _____
My lab space is to be wiped clean with a damp paper towel before I leave the laboratory. _____
Community work areas are to be kept clean. _____
Shoes must be worn at all times. _____
Cultures, slides, or other materials may not be taken from the laboratory unless the instructor gives
explicit permission. _____
! Prior permission must be obtained from the instructor to bring any visitor to laboratory. _____
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Laboratory Safety

Initial after you read each item

! I will report any spills or breakage at once to the instructor, who will provide me with information
and materials for cleaning up the spill or breakage. _____
! I will report any injury to my instructor. _____
! The fire extinguisher is located just inside the main door to the laboratory. _____
! MSDS (Material Safety and Data Sheets) that provide safety information for handling chemicals used
in the laboratory are located in a binder on the counter. I understand that it is my responsibility to read
the MSDS before handling chemicals. _____
! I will discard all broken glass (and only broken glass) in the labeled blue and white box. _____
! I will discard all cultures, swabs, and other designated material in orange biohazard bags. _____
! I will discard all glassware used in microbiological work in the marked containers. _____
! I will return all materials used to the designated places. _____
! I will follow carefully any additional safety instructions given by the instructor. _____
! I understand that suitable clothing and shoes must be worn for field work and will do so. _____
Date: ______________

Lab Section: _______________

Print Name: _________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________
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Science Notebook Grading Rubric (Biology 101-Liberal Studies)
Name: __________________________________________

Activity Time: __________________

Attach a copy of this grading rubric to the front of your science notebook.
Activity#
Organization Completeness Detail
A1-Measuring
A3-Outdoor Explorations
A4-Gone Fishin’
A5-Energy from Food
A6-Rotten Log Lab
A8-Carbon Cycle Game
A9-Skull Lab
A11-Heart Dissection
A12-Osmosis Eggs
A14a-Flower Dissection
A14b-Who’s Your Daddy
A14c-Life Traps
A15-Microscope
A17-Molecule Testing
A18-Starch Testing
A19-Cellular Respiration
A23-DNA Models
A24-Mitosis & Meiosis
A25-Making Babies
A27-Bird Beak Buffet
A29-Breeding Cats

Total points: ________
Neatness
Points

Labs will be graded on the following:
1. Organization (3 points):
o Each lab begins on a separate page with the title of the lab at the top.
o Labs are found in the order we did them in class (the order listed above).
o Each section/question/part of the lab is clearly labeled.
o Data tables, graphs and diagrams are clearly labeled.
2. Completeness (3 points):
o All directions are followed and all sections/questions/parts of the lab are complete.
3. Attention to detail (3 points):
o All measurements use proper scientific units.
o All observations must be extremely detailed, and include labeled diagrams wherever possible
o Responses to “why”, “explain”, and “what is your evidence” questions show a deep and
growing understanding of the topic we are studying, refer back to your own observations
wherever possible, and clearly and logically describe how you came to your ideas.
o Complete sentences are used when possible and practical.
4. Neatness (1 point):
o No skipped, torn, or mangled pages.
o Writing is legible and readable with minimal spelling and grammatical errors.
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KWLH assignment
KWLH is a common K-8 classroom strategy that helps refresh your memory about what you have already
learned and will help you focus on what you still need to learn during class. In addition, you will reflect
on what you have learned and how you learned it. Think of the KWLH table as a journal recording your
learning in this class.
There are 3 major “segments” to the course: Ecology, Plant & Animal Physiology, and Genetics &
Evolution. Your KWLH table will document what you are learning and help you reflect on the learning
process. In addition, your KWLH table will allow you to compare your own understanding of life science
with that of young children.
Your KWLH table will look like this:
“what I Know”
At the beginning of a
segment and once or
twice in the middle I will
prompt you to write down
everything you think you
know about a major
concept. For instance:
“What do you know about
Ecology? How do people
study it? How is matter
and energy related to
ecology?” You should
clearly explain your
initial thinking about the
concept in as much detail
as possible – as if you
were trying to write a text
book page on the subject.
Include diagrams
wherever it seems
relevant. The idea is to
clearly portray your initial
ideas about the concept
before learning anything
about it in this class. Thus
write down what you
think, even if you aren’t
completely sure about it.
Most importantly, do not
change your response,
even if you come to a
more scientifically
accurate understanding
later.

“what I Want to know”
Here you should list
any questions you have
about the concept.
What are you not
completely sure about?
What is confusing?
What do you want to
know more about?
What are you curious
about? This section
should be updated very
often, ideally with a
question or two after
every class and after
every textbook and
assigned reading. The
goal is to keep a record
of all the questions you
have as they arise so
that you can make sure
that they are all
answered by the end of
that segment.

“what I Learned”
Here is where you keep a
record of what you learn
in this class. Focus on
two things: your own
deep conceptual learning
and your new knowledge
about how children learn
science. The deep
conceptual understanding
I want you to strive for is
not a list of vocabulary
words with definitions or
restating what I say in
class. What I want to see
are the BIG IDEAS
clearly explained and
summarized in your own
words in as much detail
as possible, including
diagrams where relevant.
If you realize that some
of your initial thinking in
the “K” column was not
complete, explain how
your new understanding
is different and what was
wrong about what your
initial thinking. After the
videos, summarize what
you learn about how
children think and learn
about the concepts you
are learning.
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“How I learned it”
This column is the
place to record the
evidence and
experiences that
changed your
understanding from
what it was in the “K”
column to what it is
now in the “L”
column. Treat this
column like a journal
documenting the
process of how you
learned new things.
Which experiences
were most influential
in changing your
thinking? Was it hard
or easy to get to your
new understanding?
Focus on the times
when new evidence
(especially from labs
and class activities)
forced you to
reconsider your
original thinking. In
addition, be sure to
include a reflection
describing how your
learning compares to
that of children in the
videos.

Ecology KWLH Grading Rubric (Biology 101-Liberal Studies)
Name: __________________________________________
Activity Time: __________________
Attach a copy of this grading rubric to the front of your KWLH.
Total points: ________
1. What is Science?
2. What is Ecology and how is it studied?
3. How is matter and energy related to ecology?

“What I
Know”

“What I
Want to
know”

“What I
Learned”

“How I
learned
it”

Excellent
18-20
Extensive list provides
crystal clear picture of
student’s initial
understanding.
Explanations are
thorough. Diagrams are
included where
applicable.
Extensive list with
thoughtful questions
about areas of uncertainty,
confusion and interest.
List shows clear evidence
of being updated after
nearly every class as new
questions arise from
lecture, lab, textbook, and
readings.
Extensive list documents
the development of deep
understanding (beyond
regurgitating definitions)
of key science concepts
AND how children learn
these concepts. Student
clearly addresses initial
misconceptions in “K”
column and answers
substantive questions in
the “W” column.
Detailed thoughtful
reflection clearly
describes how student
reasoned from evidence to
arrive at a better
understanding of key
concepts AND compares
own learning process to
that of children learning
the same concepts.

Good
15-17
Thorough list
provides good
picture of
student’s initial
understanding
with some
explanations and
diagrams.
Thorough list
with questions
about areas of
uncertainty,
confusion and
interest. List
shows evidence
of being updated
weekly.

Adequate
12-14
List gives
general picture
of student’s
initial
understanding
with few
explanations and
diagrams .
A short list of
questions about
areas of
uncertainty,
confusion and
interest. List
shows some
evidence of
being updated.

Thorough list
documents the
development of
conceptual
understanding
AND how
children learn.
Most topics in
“K” and “W”
column
addressed.

List gives a
general picture
of learning (both
self and that of
children) but
reflects mostly
regurgitation.
Some topics in
“K” and “W”
column
addressed.

Reflection
describes the
evidence that led
to learning but
reasoning could
be more clear.
Compares own
learning to that
of children.

Reflection
describes
learning process
but not clear
how reasoning
from evidence
played a role.
Compares own
learning to that
of children.
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Needs Work
>12
Rough or poor
picture of
student’s initial
understanding
with little to no
explanations or
diagrams.
The few
questions listed
show a lack of
curiosity and
motivation.
Little to no
evidence of the
list being
updated as new
questions arise.
Little evidence
that student
learned anything
beyond
vocabulary.
Little or no
evidence of
addressing
topics in “K”
and “W”
columns.
Unclear how
student learned
besides
memorization.
Unclear how
own learning
relates to that of
children.

Points
___

___

___

___

Plants and Animals KWLH Grading Rubric (Biology 101-Liberal Studies)
Name: __________________________________________
Activity Time: __________________
Attach a copy of this grading rubric to the front of your KWLH.
Total points: ________
1. What characteristics do plants and animals have in common?
2. How do plants and animals take in the things they need and distribute these materials
throughout their bodies? How do they get rid of wastes?
3. How does photosynthesis and cellular respiration work?
Excellent
Good
Adequate
Needs Work
Points
18-20
15-17
12-14
>12
“What I
Extensive list provides
Thorough list
List gives
Rough or poor
___
Know”
crystal clear picture of
provides good
general picture
picture of
student’s initial
picture of
of student’s
student’s initial
understanding.
student’s initial
initial
understanding
Explanations are
understanding
understanding
with little to no
thorough. Diagrams are
with some
with few
explanations or
included where
explanations and explanations and diagrams.
applicable.
diagrams.
diagrams .
“What I
Extensive list with
Thorough list
A short list of
The few
___
Want to
thoughtful questions
with questions
questions about
questions listed
know”
about areas of uncertainty, about areas of
areas of
show a lack of
confusion and interest.
uncertainty,
uncertainty,
curiosity and
List shows clear evidence confusion and
confusion and
motivation.
of being updated after
interest. List
interest. List
Little to no
nearly every class as new shows evidence
shows some
evidence of the
questions arise from
of being updated evidence of
list being
lecture, lab, textbook, and weekly.
being updated.
updated as new
readings.
questions arise.
“What I
Extensive list documents
Thorough list
List gives a
Little evidence
___
Learned” the development of deep
documents the
general picture
that student
understanding (beyond
development of
of learning (both learned anything
regurgitating definitions)
conceptual
self and that of
beyond
of key science concepts
understanding
children) but
vocabulary.
AND how children learn
AND how
reflects mostly
Little or no
these concepts. Student
children learn.
regurgitation.
evidence of
clearly addresses initial
Most topics in
Some topics in
addressing
misconceptions in “K”
“K” and “W”
“K” and “W”
topics in “K”
column and answers
column
column
and “W”
substantive questions in
addressed.
addressed.
columns.
the “W” column.
“How I
Detailed thoughtful
Reflection
Reflection
Unclear how
___
learned
reflection clearly
describes the
describes
student learned
it”
describes how student
evidence that led learning process besides
reasoned from evidence to to learning but
but not clear
memorization.
arrive at a better
reasoning could how reasoning
Unclear how
understanding of key
be more clear.
from evidence
own learning
concepts AND compares
Compares own
played a role.
relates to that of
own learning process to
learning to that
Compares own
children.
that of children learning
of children.
learning to that
the same concepts.
of children.
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Genetics and Evolution KWLH Grading Rubric (Biology 101-Liberal Studies)
Name: __________________________________________
Activity Time: __________________
Attach a copy of this grading rubric to the front of your KWLH.
Total points: ________
1. How does DNA provide the information needed for an organism to:
a) Do all the daily tasks necessary for survival?
b) Make offspring that resemble the parent?
2. How do scientists explain how the amazing diversity of life on Earth came to exist?
Excellent
Good
Adequate
Needs Work
Points
18-20
15-17
12-14
>12
“What I
Extensive list provides
Thorough list
List gives
Rough or poor
___
Know”
crystal clear picture of
provides good
general picture
picture of
student’s initial
picture of
of student’s
student’s initial
understanding.
student’s initial
initial
understanding
Explanations are
understanding
understanding
with little to no
thorough. Diagrams are
with some
with few
explanations or
included where
explanations and explanations and diagrams.
applicable.
diagrams.
diagrams .
“What I
Extensive list with
Thorough list
A short list of
The few
___
Want to
thoughtful questions
with questions
questions about
questions listed
know”
about areas of uncertainty, about areas of
areas of
show a lack of
confusion and interest.
uncertainty,
uncertainty,
curiosity and
List shows clear evidence confusion and
confusion and
motivation.
of being updated after
interest. List
interest. List
Little to no
nearly every class as new shows evidence
shows some
evidence of the
questions arise from
of being updated evidence of
list being
lecture, lab, textbook, and weekly.
being updated.
updated as new
readings.
questions arise.
“What I
Extensive list documents
Thorough list
List gives a
Little evidence
___
Learned” the development of deep
documents the
general picture
that student
understanding (beyond
development of
of learning (both learned anything
regurgitating definitions)
conceptual
self and that of
beyond
of key science concepts
understanding
children) but
vocabulary.
AND how children learn
AND how
reflects mostly
Little or no
these concepts. Student
children learn.
regurgitation.
evidence of
clearly addresses initial
Most topics in
Some topics in
addressing
misconceptions in “K”
“K” and “W”
“K” and “W”
topics in “K”
column and answers
column
column
and “W”
substantive questions in
addressed.
addressed.
columns.
the “W” column.
“How I
Detailed thoughtful
Reflection
Reflection
Unclear how
___
learned
reflection clearly
describes the
describes
student learned
it”
describes how student
evidence that led learning process besides
reasoned from evidence to to learning but
but not clear
memorization.
arrive at a better
reasoning could how reasoning
Unclear how
understanding of key
be more clear.
from evidence
own learning
concepts AND compares
Compares own
played a role.
relates to that of
own learning process to
learning to that
Compares own
children.
that of children learning
of children.
learning to that
the same concepts.
of children.
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A1 – Measuring & Observing Soil and Water
Ecosystems have both living and non-living components to them. Scientists call the living parts
of an ecosystem the biotic components – animals, plants, fungi, bacteria, etc. The nonliving parts
of an ecosystem that influence all the living things are the abiotic components – soil, air, water,
temperature, climate, weather, etc. The health of the ecosystem depends on the interactions
between these biotic and abiotic factors.
In this lab, you will rotate between 6 different stations to measure and make observations about
different aspects of 2 critical abiotic features: soil and water. The goal is to practice making
detailed observations and learn something about the properties of soil and water. We will use
these skills in the next activity session as we design our “What plants need” experiments and do
our Outdoor explorations.
For each station you will need to set up a data table in which to record the data you collect. At
some stations, the data will be a simple number (such as the pH stations and temperature station).
At other stations, the data will be detailed written observations. Written observations in this
class are detailed enough if I can identify the samples you are talking about simply by reading
your observations. For example, if you are observing some sand this is poor observation:
“The sand is light colored and had lots of grains of
different sizes. It feels rough and is a bit smelly.”
This is an excellent, very detailed observation:
“The sand is a pale beige the color of French vanilla ice
cream. There are grains ranging in size from a fine dust to
coarse ground pepper. The bigger grains are a darker brown,
the color of walnuts. These big grains glint in the sun and
look like ground up rocks with sharp edges. It smells like
the ocean with salt and a hint of seaweed.”
At each station do the following:
a. Carefully organize your notebook so that the data from each station is clearly
labeled with the name of that station.
b. Read all the directions before you begin so you know what you will be doing.
c. If appropriate, set up a data table in which to organize the information you will
collect.
d. Follow the directions carefully to collect the data.
e. Write down your results (in your data table if appropriate).
f. Answer the questions, thoroughly and completely. Be sure to explain your ideas
completely. It helps a LOT to read your answer back again to make sure it makes
sense.
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HW1 - What do plants need?
Consider these questions: What do plants need to live? What role does photosynthesis play?
Fill out the table with as many ideas as you can. Don’t worry about being right or wrong. The purpose
at this point is to find out what you know before studying plants and photosynthesis.
What do plants need/use/consume?

What do plants give off as wastes?

Based on what you wrote above, try to write a summary equation for photosynthesis. On the left of the
arrow, put the things that go into photosynthesis and on the right put the things that come out of the
process.

Where do you think a plant get the energy it needs to live and grow?

Where do you think a plant gets the material from which its “body” is made from?

“Plants get their food from the soil.” What about this statement do you agree with? What about this
statement do you disagree with? Support your answers with evidence.
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L1 - Ecosystem Organization Pyramid
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P1 – What Plants Need Presentation
You will be building terraqua columns and growing plants. This is an opportunity to design and
conduct your own investigations on what plants need. There are hundreds of variables you can
manipulate with a minimum of materials – temperature, light, soil nutrients, type of water, type
of soil, etc.
The question we will be investigating is: What do plants need to live and/or grow?
You have a wide assortment of materials available to you:
• Different water sources: tap water, distilled water, salt water, acetic acid (vinegar),
rubbing alcohol, even creek water
• Different seeds: alfalfa, mung bean, corn, peas
• Different soils: greenhouse soil, outdoor soil, soil you collect
• Different light conditions: windowsill, dark closet, greenhouse light, indoor room
lighting, shade
• Different temperature conditions: room temperature, outdoors, heat lamp
About designing a good experiment
Variables
One unique element that makes science different than any other discipline is the experiment. In
science, we create theories based on evidence, and the evidence must be something that other
people can repeat and observe for themselves. Every step of the scientific method centers upon
understanding the need to control variables. So what is a variable and what does it mean to
control a variable?
A variable is anything that might change in an experiment. Anything that you as the scientist
change is a variable (like whether or not to put acid on your plants). Most everything that you
measure and observe at the end of an experiment is a variable (like whether or not the plants
grow and how tall they grow). And there are often variables that you don't even notice but can
affect the experiments (the temperature in the room, how much time has passed, how damp the
room is, whether the spoon you are using to measure materials is clean or not). An experiment
has three kinds of variables: independent, dependent, and controlled.
The scientist changes the independent variable. In a good experiment there is only one
independent variable. As the scientist changes the independent variable, he or she observes
what happens. In our example, the independent variable is whether or not the scientist added
soda to the water compartment.
The dependent variable is what you measure and want to know about in your results. The
dependent variable changes in response to the independent variable. For example, the
dependent variable is the height of the plants, the pH of the soil and the pH of the water.
Experiments also have controlled variables. Controlled variables are quantities that a scientist
wants to remain constant, and he must observe them just as carefully as the dependent
variables. For example, if we want to measure the difference in the height of plants in soda
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versus water, it is essential that we use the same kind of seeds in both terraqua columns. If we
use radish seeds in one column and carrot seeds in the other, we can't be sure if the carrot seeds
with soda grew more slowly because of the soda or because carrot seeds normally grow more
slowly than radish seeds. Similarly, we want to make sure that they get the same amount of
light, that they have the same type of soil to grow in, and that they stay the same temperature.
In a controlled experiment the scientist has considered all 3 types of variables. She tests a
hypothesis by changing the independent variable and noting the effect on the dependent
variables, all the while making sure that controlled variables stay the same.
Experimental and Control Groups
In many experiments, such as these terraqua column experiments, the scientist makes a
comparison between different groups. The group that does not receive any treatments - the one
where the independent variable is not changed - is called the control group. For example, a
plant with no fertilizer. The group or groups that do receive a treatment - the ones where the
independent variable is changed - is called the experimental group. It is essential to have a
control group in these types of experiments or you will not be able to determine if a plant that
got a treatment is any different.
In a good experiment, the only difference between the control group and the experimental
group is the independent variable.
When all of these details are taken care of, and when a difference in the dependent variable
exists, then the experimenter can say it was the independent variable that caused the difference.
There have been plenty of bad experiments in the real world. So, a smart scientist (and a good
students) will look to see exactly how the experiment was designed and conducted in order to
determine if the conclusion drawn from the data is really true
What plants need presentation grading:
4 points – Describe your experimental design. Does your group correctly identify the
independent variable, controlled variables, and dependent variables?
4 points – Describe your data. Was the data collected and presented in an organized,
understandable, and meaningful way (Tables? Graphs? Diagrams? Photographs? Other?)
Did your group discover any patterns in the data? What are they?
6 points – Describe how your results relate to the original question and predictions. Did your
group contribute to our understanding of what plants need to live and grow? If so, how
confident are you of your results? You must use logic and reasoning to convince a
skeptical teacher and skeptical classmates that your results provide solid evidence about
what plants need. If your results do not provide useful evidence, what happened to
prevent your experiments from contributing to the knowledge base? You must point out
any flaws in the experimental design or data collection process that could make it hard to
interpret or draw conclusions from your results.
6 points – Describe future directions for your experiment. What would you do next? How
would you improve your experiment? What would you do differently? What would you
try next if you had a chance to do further experiments?
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In order to keep track of your experiment and make a good presentation, it is STRONGLY
SUGGESTED that you write down the following information in your science notebook. This
information in your notebook will not be graded, however if you do not have the following
information, it will be difficult to do a thorough presentation.
Designing the experiment

" Write a short paragraph describing what you plan to do. Describe your independent

variable (what you plan to change). Describe your control group and experimental group.

" Draw a picture of the two columns you plan to build. Be sure to label everything you plan
to put into them.

" Create a list of the differences you predict to find between the two columns.
" List all the dependent variables you plan to measure or observe about your columns. For

example: the height of the plants, the pH of the water, dissolved oxygen in the water, the
pH of the soil, etc.
Making observations

Each activity day we will make observations. For each of these days, record the following
things in your lab notebook:

" The date
" Measure each of the dependent variables you chose at the beginning of the experiment
" Anything else unusual or notable
Organizing your results

" Organize your observations into tables if you haven’t already done so.
" Look for patterns in your data. Describe any patterns you observe. For data with

numerical values like height and pH, graph your data to help you discover patterns.

" List any other unusual or notable observations and the dates they happened.
Conclusion

For each of these next steps, work with your group to write a short paragraph.

" Go back and read the idea behind your experiment. Then look at the patterns you

observed. What did you discover? Use your measurements and observations to describe
how the terraqua columns were affected by the independent variable.

" Go back to the original question and your predictions. Use your measurements and

observations to explain why your hypothesis was right, wrong, or why you cannot tell.
How confident are you that your results answer the question: What do plants need to live
and/or grow?

" How could you improve your experiment? What you would do differently if you were to
do this experiment again? What further questions and experiments would you try now to
better understand what plants need to live and grow?
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HW2 – Critter Research
Common name of your organism: _________________________________________________
Scientific name of your organism: _________________________________________________
Provide or draw a picture of your organism.

What eats your organism? ________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What does your organism eat? _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Use the information above to draw a food web that includes your organism:

Describe the habitat in which your species lives (Where is it found? Where does it find food, water and
shelter? Does it live in different places at different times of year?):
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Name 3 characteristics that could help you identify your organism and differentiate it from other
organisms:
1) _________________________________________________________________
2) _________________________________________________________________
3) _________________________________________________________________
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Describe your organism’s life cycle. For each major stage of its life, provide a picture/drawing AND a
description of the organism at that stage of its life. (See next page for an example.)

Is there anything currently threatening your organism’s survival (the threat may directly affect your
organism or may affect your organism’s habitat)? If so, describe the cause of the threat and if any
special attempts that are being made to help this organism survive.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
References: List the websites and books you used to create this report.
1) _________________________________________________________________
2) _________________________________________________________________
3) _________________________________________________________________
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Example life cycle diagrams:

from WHS Butterfly Farm (www.marinduque-butterfly.com)

from the USDA Forest Service
(http://www.fs.fed.us/r10/tongass/districts/mendenhall/fishcam/lifecycle.shtml)
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P2 – Critter Presentations and Animal Life Cycles
Some life processes are so much a part of our daily experience that it’s easy to take them for granted.
Reproduction is one of these processes. It seems simple. Every animal’s life cycle results in offspring
that resemble their parents, but how does this happen? The life cycle of one animal is very different
from another but the outcome is the same.
Each person in the group researched a different animal and drew a picture of that organism’s life cycle.
In this activity you will share your animal and we will build a giant food web with all of our critters.
Your critter presentation will be graded on the following criteria:
10 points – The homework assignment is thoroughly and accurately completed with all of the requested
information. These will be collected at the beginning of class.
4 points – You are able to accurately place your animal into the class food web.
6 points – After we build the class food web, we will divide up into groups of 4. Your group will
carefully compare your animals’ life cycles. What are the distinct stages in their life cycles?
Are there any stages that all of the organisms in your group share? Is there a pattern common
to all of your animal examples? Can you derive an animal life cycle that applies to all
animals? As a group, you will present your common animal life cycle to the class. Be
prepared to defend your idea and justify how your group arrived at its conclusion based on
the research you did on your individual animals before class.
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A3 – Outdoor Explorations
In this lab, you get to apply your skills of observation to a 1 meter by 1 meter area of the campus near Big
Chico Creek. When you were a little kid, do you ever remember spending all day watching ants? THAT
is the kind of careful, eye-opening, full of wonder type of experience that I hope you have in this lab.
What living things do you think you might find? What is the environment supporting those creatures like?
Most of us are familiar with the threats to ecosystems such as rainforests, wetlands, and oceans. Naturally,
anything that is a concern on a large scale such as global warming or clear cutting should be studied and
researched. However, few individual organisms use an entire ecosystem. Most live in a relatively tiny
portion of a larger ecosystem, a microhabitat. In fact many organisms spend their entire lives within a 1
meter square area. It is essential to recognize that organisms do not need an entire ecosystem to be
damaged to find that their little microhabitat has been destroyed.
In this lab you will practice using the soil and water analysis tools you learned in the previous lab. In
addition, you will use your observational skills to closely observe plants and animals. Upon returning to
the classroom, you will compare your results with other groups to see the differences and similarities
between microhabitats.
Before the lab, read the following data pages. These pages will be added to your science notebook.
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Creekside Pondering
Pick a spot with your group. Stake
out your 1 meter square area then
take a moment to sit quietly.
Carefully observe your site and its
place in the natural world. What
do you notice with your eyes?
Describe some of your
observations.
Close your eyes. What do you
notice with your ears? Describe
some of your observations.

What do you notice with your skin
and nose? Go ahead, feel the dirt.
Touch those leaves. Bring them
up to your nose. Describe some of
your observations.

What questions do you have about
the things you noticed? Write
down at least 3 questions you
have about this ecosystem.
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General Information
Describe today’s weather
(temperature, sky
conditions, rainfall).
Describe the surroundings
(amount of human traffic,
buildings, paths, trees
nearby…)

Survey Site Map
your rope

Draw a detailed picture of what you find at your site. Be sure to label all of the things in your map in
words. Also include how to orient your map (N/S/E/W or using major landmarks like buildings and
bridges).
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Soil Analysis
Soil observations:
Use the paper towel
and the magnifying
glass to observe the
soil at your site.

PH
1. put a spoonful of
soil in a dish
2. add 10 ml water
3. measure pH
Pollution:
List the type and
quantity of any
human trash that you
observe

Soil layers:
Dig a hole 3 inches
deep. Try to make
the hole narrow but
deep in order to
disturb as little of the
environment as
possible. Describe
any changes in the
characteristics of the
soil as you go down.
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Vegetation Survey
1. Draw a picture of
every different
type of plant
(including fallen
leaves) found in
your site.
2. Describe each
plant in words.
3. Count or estimate
the number of
individual plants
of this type at your
site (look for the
root stalk)
4. On your map,
label the places in
your site where
this plant is found
5. Use the field
guides provided to
see if you can
identify the plants
and learn more
about them.

#1

#2

Description:

Description:

Number:

Number:

#3

#4

Description:

Description:

Number:

Number:

#5

#6

Description:

Description:

Number:

Number:

#7

#8

Description:

Description:

Number:

Number:
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Insect Survey
1. Draw a picture of
each insect you
find in an empty
square. Look
under and in the
dirt. Check under
rocks and leaves.
(DO NOT
HARM ANY
INSECTS!)
2. Describe each
insect in words.
3. Count or estimate
the number of
insects of this
type at your site
4. On your map,
label the places in
your site where
this insect is
found
5. Use the field
guides provided
to see if you can
identify the
insects and learn
more about them.
(Irene has extra
pages like this if you
need them)

#1

#2

Number:

Number:

#3

#4

Number:

Number:

#5

#6

Number:

Number:

#7

#8

Number:

Number:
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HW3 - Food Chain Decision
A small group of people are stranded on a barren desert island (no grass, no palm trees, no fish, no
seaweed, nothing growing at all). They have 500 bushels of dried corn, one cow, and a water
purification system. One bushel of corn can make about 75 loaves of corn bread. A healthy dairy cow
will consume a bushel of corn in about 1-2 days. What should they do to survive for the greatest length
of time?
A. Eat the cow and then the corn.
B. Drink the cow’s milk, eat the cow, and then eat the corn.
C. Don’t feed the cow, drink the cow’s milk, eat the cow when milk
production stops, and then eat the corn.
D. Eat the corn and then the cow.
E. Feed the corn to the cow and drink the milk, and then eat the cow when
the corn is gone.
F. Feed enough corn to the cow to keep its milk production up. Meanwhile,
eat corn and drink milk until all the corn is gone. Then eat the cow.
Which of the choices makes the most sense to you? Clearly explain why.

Rank the responses from best choice to worst choice.

***********STOP HERE. THE REMAINDER WILL BE COMPLETED IN CLASS.*************
After discussing this situation with your group, summarize your group’s thinking. Your group will need
to explain and justify your choices.

How has your thinking on the question changed after the group and class discussions? What new
evidence, ideas, connections and understandings have you now developed?
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A4 - Gone Fishin’
In this game, you will act as fishermen and fisherwomen trying to stay in business as you catch fish in
an ocean ecosystem. All further details will be described in class. Stop here.
Number of Fish Remaining

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

#

#

#

#

Goldfish
M&Ms
Almond
Almond M&Ms
My Catch
$

$

$

$

Goldfish ($2)
M&Ms ($3)
Almonds ($3)
Almond M&Ms ($5)
Other Fisher-people’s Income

Names
My Total Income
________’s Income
________’s Income
________’s Income
Ocean Total Income

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Answer the following questions in your science notebook:
a) Prepare a graph to show how the populations of each species of fish changed over the 4 fishing
seasons (be sure to label your axes!!)
b) Did your fishing group talk about the strategy that would be taken during each harvest? What
strategies did you discuss? What strategies did you choose?
c) Compared to other groups, was your group successful in preventing the collapse of your fishery?
Why or why not?
d) From a mathematical standpoint, which strategy for harvesting fish (or other common resource) is
the best? Why?
e) The management of the world’s fisheries is a controversial current issue that involves individuals
from many different viewpoints – fishermen and women, environmentalists, park rangers,
politicians, and shoppers at the seafood counter. The issue is that many of the world’s fisheries are
overfished and have collapsed or are on the verge of collapse. (Read the essay in your textbook on
page 442). This is but one example of the tragedy of the commons – where a limited common
resource is overused because each individual person thinks, “If I don’t use this resource first, then
somebody else will.” How well does this activity model actual problems in world fishery
management? What makes the activity similar to the real thing? What does the activity fail to
consider?
f) Why do you think there are rules about hunting and fishing? From your point of view, what should
be the goal of these regulations?
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A5 – Energy from Food
Humans need energy to survive -- to breathe, move, pump blood, think -- and they get this energy from
food… right? You often hear about “burning calories” but what does that really mean?
Food does contain energy, stored in the form of chemical bonds (potential chemical energy). If you break
a bond, that releases energy. The “fast way” to release potential energy stored in the chemical bonds in a
piece of food is to break them all at once by literally burning the food (aka setting it on fire). That’s
obviously not what our bodies do to release this chemical energy. Our bodies release the energy in food
the “slow way”, through a series of chemical reactions in our bodies known as cellular respiration
(LOTS more about cellular respiration in a few weeks). The “fast way” (burning) and the “slow way”
(cellular respiration) are both chemical reactions that transform chemical energy ultimately into heat. In
burning, the energy transformation is sudden and uncontrolled. All of the bonds are broken at once
resulting in high temperatures and light energy. In cellular respiration, the energy transformations are
carefully controlled. As the bonds in a food molecule are broken, most of the energy released is used to
form new chemical bonds with only a little energy lost as heat at a time. These new chemical bonds are
slowly broken one by one as we go about our daily business – thinking, moving around, breathing, etc.
Eventually, all of the original energy stored in our food is used up and transformed into heat.
Going back to the laws of thermodynamics, the first law says that energy is never created or destroyed,
only transformed into other forms of energy. Thus, if you take a piece of food – say a marshmallow – and
burn it by setting it on fire, then the amount of heat energy produced is the same as the amount of energy
available for our bodies to use upon eating that marshmallow. Our bodies need a certain amount of energy
in order to go about our daily business – to walk, think, talk, breathe, etc. If the energy available in the
food we consume is less than what our bodies use, then our bodies “burn” some of our tissues and we lose
weight. If the energy in the food we consume is more than what our bodies use, then our bodies store that
extra energy in the form of fat and we gain weight. We’ll draw some energy transformation diagrams in
class to review these ideas before we begin the lab.
In the lab itself, we will be measuring the amount of energy in food by burning food under a container of
water and measuring how much the temperature of the water rises. Just like when we measure length we
need units to measure in (meters), there are units of energy. These units of energy should sound familiar
to you… the calorie. We tend to associate calories with food, but they apply to anything containing
energy. A calorie is the amount of energy, or heat, it takes to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water 1
degree Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit). The number of calories in a food is a measure of how much
potential chemical energy that food has. Once again, the first law of thermodynamics is important here.
You will be able to calculate the amount of energy in the food tested because the amount of heat energy
gained by the water is the same as the amount of potential chemical energy lost by the food item – no
energy is created or destroyed, just transformed.
Procedure
1. Make sure that your ring stand is set up properly. There should be 2 rings spaced 6 cm apart. A metal
can will sit on the upper ring. The lower ring is where you will place your food item to be burned.
2. Use a graduated cylinder to measure 100 milliliters of water and place it in the can. Then place the
can on the upper ring of the ring stand.
3. Take the temperature of the water. Record your measurement on the worksheet.
4. Unbend a paper clip and wrap one end in a hunk of clay. This will be your food holder.
5. Choose a food item and place it on a square of aluminum foil. Weigh the food and the aluminum foil
together and record your measurement on the worksheet.
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6. Now remove the food item temporarily and wrap the aluminum foil around the lower ring on the ring
stand.
7. Stab your food item with the paper clip being careful not to break it in half or lose any parts of it. If
your food item breaks in half or crumbles, discard that food item, remove the aluminum foil from
your stand and go back to step 5.
8. Carefully light the food with the match/Bunsen burner provided. As soon as it is burning, place it on
the aluminum foil under the center of the can. Do not hold the match itself under the can or else you
will be heating the water with the match rather than the food item! If your food sputters and goes
out before it looks all burned up, take it out and relight it then put it back under the can. When the
food looks all burned up and goes out, take the temperature of the water again. Record the
temperature on your worksheet.
9. Carefully remove the aluminum foil from the ring stand with the blackened remains of your food.
Weigh the charred remains and foil together and record the measurement on the worksheet.
10. Finally, calculate the number of calories in your food item, and the number of calories per gram for
that type of food.
11. Repeat this procedure with a second food item of your choice.
Worksheet for calculating calories in food.
Type of food: ________________________________________
Amount of water used = (100 milliliters = 100 grams)
Temperature of water in degrees C before burning
____________
Temperature of water in degrees C after burning
____________
Difference in temperature
____________
Weight of food and aluminum foil in grams before burning
____________
Weight of food and aluminum foil in grams after burning
____________
Difference in weight
____________
calories released from that food item = (mass of water in grams) x (temperature change in degrees C)
____________________
= __________________ x __________________
calories per gram for that food type = (calories released) ÷ (difference in weight)
____________________ = _____________ ÷ __________________
Worksheet for calculating calories in food.
Type of food: ________________________________________
Amount of water used = (100 milliliters = 100 grams)
Temperature of water in degrees C before burning
____________
Temperature of water in degrees C after burning
____________
Difference in temperature
____________
Weight of food and aluminum foil in grams before burning
____________
Weight of food and aluminum foil in grams after burning
____________
Difference in weight
____________
calories released from that food item = (mass of water in grams) x (temperature change in degrees C)
____________________
= __________________ x __________________
calories per gram for that food type = (calories released) ÷ (difference in weight)
____________________ = _____________ ÷ __________________
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Finally, answer the following questions in your science notebook:
1. Copy the worksheets with all your data and calculations into your science notebook.
2. Which of the two foods you chose contained more calories per gram? Clearly, not all foods are alike
in the number of calories they contain per gram. Given what you know at this point in the course,
what do you think is the reason for this difference. Explain clearly using evidence to back up your
ideas.
3. Choose one of your food items and draw energy transformation bar graphs showing the energy
transformations that took place in this experiment. Be sure to label your bar graphs with the number
of calories you calculated.
4. What if you ate that food item instead? Draw energy transformation bar graphs for the same food item
as it undergoes cellular respiration in your body.
5. In your own words, describe the difference between burning food and consuming food with respect to
the energy transformations that take place.
6. Consider this advice: “If you want to lose weight, eat fewer calories and exercise more.” Do you
agree or disagree with this statement? Why or why not? Use evidence to back up your ideas. (Hint:
re-read the written introduction to this lab before you answer.)
7. Consider the Food Chain Decision dilemma with the choice about how to survive on the deserted
island for the longest period of time with 500 bushels of corn and 1 cow. Here’s some more data.
• 500 bushels of corn provides about 12,800,000 Calories.
• 1 fat, healthy cow provides about 600,000 Calories of meat.
• 1 skinny, undernourished cow provides about 300,000 Calories of milk.
• A healthy cow will provide around 7,000 Calories of milk per day.
• A human needs about 2,000 Calories per day.
Given this information, what is the best choice for the people on the island and why?
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HW4 - Matter? Molecules?
Listed below is a list of things. Some are matter. Some are not. Put an “X” in the second column if you think it
IS matter. Some are made of molecules. Some are not. Put an “X” in the third column if you think it IS made of
molecules. Objects may be BOTH matter and made of molecules (X in both columns), NEITHER matter
nor made of molecules (no X’s) or one but not the other (X in one column, not in the other).
Is
matter

Made of
molecules

Explain the “rule” or reasoning you used to
decide if something was or was not matter.

Rocks
Soil nutrients
Milk
Air
Light
Dust
Love
Cells
One atom
Fire
Smoke
Electrons
Jupiter
Blood
Steam
Heat
Protein
Water
Oxygen
Bacteria
A tree
Stars
Magnetic force
Worms
Electricity
DNA
Salt
Chicken’s egg
A seed
You (a person)
Sound waves
Sugar
Dissolved sugar
Carbon dioxide
Gravity
A mushroom

Explain the “rule” or reasoning you used to
decide if something was or was not made of
molecules.
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A6 – Rotten Log Lab
Explore your log with your team.
• Use any of the tools provided including the microscopes.
• Don’t harm any organisms.
• You may carefully break small pieces of the log apart but NO SMASHING. Keep all the pieces
of the log in the basin, NOT all over the table or the floor.
Answer the questions below in your science notebook.
1. What is the difference between a community and an ecosystem?
2. List as many members of the log community as you can find. For each organism, draw a picture and
label it with a name that describes the organism like “light-brown, long bodied ant-like thing” or “2
cm-long black beetle”. More things are living than you might think…
3. List as many abiotic (non-living) things from the log ecosystem as you can find. There is more than
just wood – think about solids, liquids AND gases!
4. Describe an interesting interaction you observe. Is what you describe an organism-organism
interaction or an organism-environment interaction?
5. Find evidence about the food webs that make up the community. Do you see any organisms eating?
Do you see any “poop” that gives a hint about what the organisms have been eating? Draw as much
of the food web as you can. Describe the evidence and reasoning that led you to draw the food web
the way you did.
6. Which organisms in this food web are detritivores? Which organisms are decomposers? (Hint: read
pages 425-426 and look closely at figure 24.13 in your textbook before answering this question.)
7. Decomposers will eventually turn this log back into raw materials in the soil. What exactly are these
raw materials? Why is the value of these raw materials to an ecosystem?
8. Can the raw materials in the soil be a source of energy to sustain a community? Why or why not?
9. How do decomposers get their energy?
10. How do decomposers get matter to build their bodies?
11. Does every community need decomposers? Why or why not?
12. How will this lab impact the populations of organisms in your log? Pick one organism and describe
how the population of this species will be affected by our investigation.
13. Define “sustainability” in your own words. Then answer the question: Is this ecosystem sustainable?
Why or why not? Use your observations to support your idea.
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P3 – Worm Bins and Decomposition Presentations
The average person in the United States generates 4.5 pounds of trash (solid waste) per day, resulting in a
total production of 600,000 tons solid waste per day or 210 million tons solid waste per year in this
country alone. The amount of solid waste produced in this country has risen steadily over the past 50
years (see graph below, taken from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency website).

This might not surprise you when you consider that our population has also risen steadily (graph below
from www.npr.org; data from U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov). However, if you look carefully at
the graph showing increases in solid waste, you will see that the per capita, or per person, rate of waste
production rose steadily until the 1990s and then slowed between 1990 and 2003. Something about the
lifestyle of modern Americans may have changed. What do you think might have slowed this increase in
the 1990s?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
When you consider the projected rate of U.S. population growth depicted in the graph on the following
page, the amount of solid waste our country could produce becomes even more mind-boggling. What will
happen to all this solid waste? What happens to it now?
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Currently, Americans dispose of their waste in the following ways: 30 percent is recovered and recycled
or composted, 14 percent is burned at combustion facilities, and the remaining 56 percent is disposed of
in landfills. This translates to about 120 million tons per year entering our landfills. This may be
somewhat disturbing to you when you consider that solid waste entering landfills typically does not break
down very fast. Are we disposing of our wastes in the right manner? Where do our wastes go when they
break down? What kinds of wastes break down very slowly, nor not at all? Can we speed up the rate at
which our wastes break down?
Some people use composting to help recycle some of their solid wastes at home. They may compost yard
wastes, kitchen scraps, or a combination of the two. Compost piles can be as simple as a heap of material
in the back yard or may be stored in special composting bins. Some people use red worms to speed up the
composting of their kitchen scraps. After the composting process has turned the wastes into rich, dark
material, it is excellent fertilizer for home gardens and planting beds.
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When designing a compost heap, there are several things to consider. One is the right mix of materials.
“Brown” materials are things like dried leaves, dried grass, sawdust, and hay. These materials are often
dry and may require added water in order to break down. “Green” materials are things like fruit and
vegetable scraps, grass clippings, coffee grounds, tea bags, and weeds. Green materials are higher in
nitrogen, an element that is essential to plant growth. It is not a good idea to include meat or dairy
products in a compost heap as they are likely to attract unwanted pests.
In addition to the types of materials that are composted, the rate of breakdown depends on environmental
conditions. Moisture, temperature, air, and the presence of living things that are typically found in the
soil, like bacteria, mold, and worms, can affect the rate at which compost breaks down.
For this lab, we will visit the compost display area run by your fellow students from the Associated
Students Recycling Program. Following their presentation, your job is to design and conduct a
decomposition experiment at home over the next few weeks. Your experiment should investigate one or
more of the factors that affects the rate at which organic materials decompose. In just over one month,
you will bring your experiments to class and present your results.
Materials you may need:
! Compost bins of your own design made of recycled materials such as plastic take out boxes, 2
liter soda bottles, wire mesh frames, old buckets, old waste baskets, etc. Try to use recycled and
discarded materials from around your house to build your compost bin.
! Soil from the environment (garden soil, back yard soil, etc.)
! Trash materials such as paper sacks, plastic bags, and t-shirt material
! Garbage materials such as used coffee grounds (free at Starbucks!), egg shells, bread scraps, fruit
and vegetable scraps (NOT citrus, onion, meat or dairy)
! Newspaper (to put in your compost heaps and under your compost heaps)
! Water
! Red worms (can be obtained for free from AS Recycling located at the BMU room 301)
Presentation grading criteria:
2 points – Describe your question. What are you trying to find out? Of the factors that affect the rate of
decomposition, which one (or ones) do you want to test?
2 points – Describe your hypothesis. Write this as an “If… then” statement.
3 points – Describe your experimental design. Does your group correctly identify the independent
variable, controlled variables, and dependent variables? What did you measure each week? In
designing your experiment, think about what evidence you would look for that decomposition is
happening and evidence that helps answer your question.
3 points – Describe your data. Was the data collected and presented in an organized, understandable,
and meaningful way (Tables? Graphs? Diagrams? Photographs? Other?) Did your group discover
any patterns in the data? What are they?
5 points – Describe how your results relate to the original question and predictions. Did your group
contribute to our understanding of decomposition? If so, how confident are you of your results?
You must use logic and reasoning to convince a skeptical teacher and skeptical classmates that
your results provide solid evidence about the factors that affect the rate of decomposition. If your
results do not provide useful evidence, what happened to prevent your experiments from
contributing to the knowledge base? You must point out any flaws in the experimental design or
data collection process that could make it hard to interpret or draw conclusions from your results.
5 points – Describe future directions for your experiment. What would you do next? How would you
improve your experiment? What would you do differently? What would you try next if you had a
chance to do further experiments?
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A8 – Carbon Cycle Game
The carbon cycle is of critical importance in today’s society given the alarming rise in carbon dioxide
levels in our atmosphere and its role in global warming. In today’s activity we will learn about the
carbon cycle as well as other forms of material cycling in our environment. Then we will play a game
that models how a carbon atom moves through the ecosystem.
Answer the following questions in your science notebook:
1. From this activity it should be clear that there are many possible paths for a carbon atom to move
through the environment. Describe two possible paths from storage in plants back to this same
storage location. With each transition, name the process that takes place to move the carbon atom.
(You may want to include a diagram to make your explanation more clear.)
2. What is the difference between an atom and a molecule? Is carbon an atom or a molecule? What
about carbon dioxide? What about sugar?
3. Some people think that the carbon cycle describes how a carbon dioxide molecule makes its way
around an ecosystem much in the same way as the water cycle describes how a water molecule
makes its way around an ecosystem. Is this a good analogy? Compare the carbon cycle to the
water cycle. How are they the same? How are they different? Is the carbon cycle really describing
the journey of carbon dioxide molecules?
4. There are atoms of carbon in the muscles of your hand right now. How did they get there? Clearly
explain how these carbon atoms became part of your body including a description of the chemical
reactions that took place to get those atoms there.
5. Many people think that the carbon in our bodies gets there by us breathing in carbon dioxide.
However, to humans and other animals, carbon dioxide is a waste product. Any carbon dioxide
we breathe in, gets breathed right back out again. Plants and photosynthetic bacteria (bacteria that
can do photosynthesis) are different. What can plants do that we can’t do? Clearly describe the
importance of plants to the carbon cycle.
6. Name some places where carbon appears to “get stuck” in a pool and not move for many
centuries. Why does this happen?
7. Humans have a big influence on the carbon cycle. What would the carbon cycle be like without
humans? What is our impact on the carbon cycle?
8. What is global warming? Why is the carbon cycle so critical to understanding global warming
(you may need to refer to your textbook or outside reading to successfully answer this question)?
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A9 – Skull Lab
Read this story about a 7th grader named Dominique:
“Dominique and her two best friends Jaime and Moses have joined a group at the new Chico Natural
History Museum just for middle schoolers. They have been asked to help the curators set up a
discovery center for kids. The discovery center will feature animals of all kinds: insects, reptiles, fish,
birds, and mammals. Kids who visit the museum will be able to explore skeletons, skins and living
animals.
Recently, a box full of animal skeletons was donated to the museum. Even though the skeletons are
quite beautiful and would be wonderful to use in the discovery center, none of them are labeled!
Some may be duplicates of the identified skeletons that are already in the museum’s collections.
Unless the museum can figure out some information about the skeletons, it will not be possible to
display them.
Dominique and her friends were asked if they would be willing to help the curators sort out the
skeletons in the box. Their job is to make sense of the skeletons and help design exhibits and
activities that would encourage other kids to look more closely at skeletons and the stories they tell.
Can you help them?”
Each group will be given one skull to examine. You will also have several other identified skull available
to compare your skull against. You will not be expected to identify the species. However, you should be
able to identify many things about your animal and its lifestyle – what it eats, where it lives, and how it
moves.
Here are some clues that will help you:
Look at the eye orbits (the holes where the eyes would be in the skull). Where are they positioned? Are
they large or small?
• Eye orbits toward the sides of the skull indicate prey animals. Prey animals need to see around
themselves on all sides to scan for predators.
• Eye orbits toward the front of the skull usually indicate predators. This allows predators to
observe their prey and determine where the prey is compared to other things in the environment.
• Eye orbits between the sides and front of the skull may indicate omnivores.
A short rhyme may help you remember these characteristics:
Eyes in front, like to hunt.
Eyes on the side, must run and hide.

• Eye orbits placed high on the head may indicate that the animal spends much of its time in water.
•
•

An example of this is the frog, alligator, and beaver.
Extremely large eye diameters (huge eyes) may indicate that the animal is nocturnal.
Smaller eye diameters (small eyes) may indicate an animal with limited reliance on sight (bat) or
an animal that lives underground (mole).

Look at the jawbones. Jawbones provide information about whether the animal is a carnivore, herbivore,
or omnivore. How does the jawbone move? Where is it attached to the skull?
• Carnivore jaws are attached so that they only allow an opening and closing movement. The teeth
cannot move from side to side. Carnivores bite their meat and tear it off of bones. The hinge of
the jaw is at or close to the level of the upper row of teeth.
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•

•

Herbivore jawbones are fastened loosely and permit a side-to-side movement. This side-to-side
movement allows for the grinding of plant material by the molars. The hinge point is distinctly
higher than the upper row of teeth. In herbivores, the upper jawbones have characteristics that
depend on whether the animal is a browser or a grazer. In browsers, the upper jawbone has ridges
along the gum line. On the other hand, the upper jawbone of grazers is smooth.
Omnivores may have either or both characteristics.

Look at the teeth. Teeth can confirm what you suspect about the animal’s diet. What do the front teeth look
like? What do the back teeth look like? What do you think the teeth would be good for?
• Carnivores tend to have sharp front teeth (incisors and canines). These teeth are designed for
cutting and tearing flesh from bone.
• Herbivores tend to have broad, ridged back teeth (molars). These teeth are designed for grinding
grass, grain and other plant material. In addition to the broad back teeth, an herbivores front and
middle teeth may have sharp edges for cutting and breaking apart tough plant parts like branches
and twigs.
In your science notebook, do the following:
1. Draw a detailed picture of your skeleton labeling any unique features that you observed.
2. Next, draw a full body picture of your organism as you infer it would appear in its natural habitat.
3. An inference is a logical conclusion based on observations or known principles. What inferences
can you make about the animal’s diet, habitat, behavior, or lifestyle? Describe at least 4 different
inferences AND clearly describe the evidence you have to support your inference and the logic
you used to arrive at your ideas. Each of your 4 inferences should look like this example:
Inference: My animal lives in water.
Evidence: I know this because the eyes and nostrils are at
the very top of the skull unlike the other skulls in the
room. Eyes and nostrils on top of the head would be useful
to a water animal so it can hide under the water but still
see above the water and have its nose above the water to
breathe.
4. Dominique, Morgan and Jaime need to make an exhibit or activity for the discovery center at the
Chico Natural History Museum about the animal you studied. The curators really want to
encourage kids to look closely at skeletons and show kids how skeletons have a lot of information
in them about the way an animal lives. With your group, suggest an exhibit or activity that would
accomplish these goals. Include sketches of any displays, posters, or materials that you want to
make available. Your proposal should be at least half a page but no more than 1 page long. Include
a diagram of your exhibit or activity. Each person’s notebook should include a copy of the
proposal.
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A11 – Lung Models and Heart Dissection
There are many misconceptions that elementary students (and teachers) commonly have about the heart,
lungs, and blood circulation. For example at the end of a one semester biology course for prospective
elementary school teachers at Cal State Fullerton (very similar to this one), 70% still did not understand
the path a blood cell takes in a trip from the heart traveling through the body and lungs (Pelaez, Boyd, et
al. (2005) Prevalence of blood circulation misconceptions among prospective elementary teachers.
Advances in Physiology Education. 29: 172-181).
Your job is to create an illustrated cartoon or picture book written for a fifth grade audience that
completely explains the path a drop of blood takes from the heart through the body and lungs. The students
will read your cartoon or book after they have completed a heart dissection similar to the one we do in
class. Therefore, you can assume that the students are familiar with the following words:
Lung
Oxygen
Carbon dioxide
Heart
Ventricle
Atrium
Blood
Cell
Red blood cell
Artery
Capillary
Vein
In your cartoon or picture book, be sure to address the following issues:
1. Describe the trip through the body and lungs in the order that the drop of blood would travel
through them. Start at the heart and end back in the same place in the heart naming each place you
pass through as you go.
2. Describe what vessels take blood to and from the lungs.
3. Describe what vessels take blood to and from the body.
4. Describe what happens to oxygen and carbon dioxide during the journey.
You may be as creative as you wish as long as the journey is described correctly. For instance, in one book
from the Magic School Bus series, the adventurous teacher Ms. Frizzle takes her students on a magical
journey through the body of one of her students.
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HW5 – Organ Research
Your job is to discover the following about the organ you are assigned. In addition, on a separate sheet of
paper, create a full color, life sized drawing of your organ as it would be seen from the front of the body.
If your organ can change size, draw it as it would appear empty. You must be able to identify where the
organ is found in the body (what is above and below, left and right, and in front of and behind your
organ).
My organ: _____________________________________________
My organ belongs to the ____________________________________ system.
My organ’s jobs (list at least 3):

My organ works together with these other organs. Describe how they interact.

Describe a disease that can affect your organ. What causes this disease? How does this disease interfere
with the normal functioning of your organ? What are some of the symptoms of this disease? Is there a
cure or treatment?

Fun Facts:

References: List the websites and books you used to create this report.
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A12 – Osmosis Eggs
Did you know that an unfertilized chicken egg is a single cell surrounded by a hard shell? Thus, we can
use a chicken egg as a model for how human cells behave in different solutions. Through this process, we
can better understand a critical concept that is essential to understanding how our bodies work – diffusion
and osmosis.
How does oxygen get into our blood through our lungs? How do nutrients pass from our blood into our
cells? How does our kidney remove wastes? For that matter, why do your toes wrinkle after a long bath?
To answer these questions, you need to understand diffusion and osmosis. Diffusion is the random
movement of molecules across a semi-permeable membrane from areas of high concentration (a lot of
these molecules) to areas of lower concentration (fewer of these molecules). Osmosis is simply the
diffusion of water. A semi-permeable membrane is one where small molecules can readily move across
the membrane while large molecules cannot. Every cell has a semi-permeable membrane surrounding it
(the cell membrane). Some things can move across the membrane while other cannot. In order to
understand how a semi-permeable membrane works, we will experiment with chicken eggs. The semipermeable membrane enclosing our chicken egg can be exposed by dissolving the shell of the egg in
vinegar.
In this activity, I will try to explain osmosis in general and then give you some tools for drawing molecule
pictures to represent what is happening at the molecular level. Then, you will be shown eggs that have
been treated in a variety of different ways. The 4 eggs you will have in front of you are:
1. Untreated de-shelled chicken egg
2. De-shelled egg in distilled water
3. De-shelled egg in corn syrup (essentially sugar water)
4. De-shelled egg in salt water
In addition, there are additional eggs on the sides of the room that may (or may not) help you answer the
questions below. These extra eggs include:
5. De-shelled egg in regular soda
6. De-shelled egg in diet soda
7. De-shelled egg in tap water
8. De-shelled egg in different concentrations of salt water
9. De-shelled egg in rubbing alcohol
10. De-shelled egg in red food coloring
Your job is to work with your group to figure out what kinds of molecules can pass through a cell
membrane and what kinds of molecules cannot. Also, you should try to figure out what direction the
molecules are moving – are molecules moving into the egg or out of the egg? Remember, substances that
are small enough to pass easily through the semi-permeable membrane around the egg will follow the
principle of diffusion: they will move from the side where they are at a high concentration to the side
where they are at a low concentration.
In your science notebook, answer the following questions with your group:
1. Can water (H2 O) move across a cell membrane? Clearly describe the evidence and logic that led
you to your ideas. Pay particular attention to describing the evidence and logic. Imagine that you
are a lawyer trying to convince a judge and jury that your interpretation is correct. Convince me!
Saying “Water can move across a cell membrane because the egg got bigger” is not convincing.
Which egg or eggs are you talking about? How do you know it was water making the egg bigger
and not something else like air or sugar? Provide as much evidence as you can.
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2. Can sugar (C6H12 O2) move across a cell membrane? Clearly describe the evidence and logic that
led you to your ideas. Convince me!
3. Can salt (NaCl) move across a cell membrane? Clearly describe the evidence and logic that led
you to your ideas. Convince me!
4. Draw a before and after molecule picture of the 4 eggs provided to your group: untreated, in
distilled water, in corn syrup, in salt water. You must show and label the molecules in your
pictures. Explain the movement of molecules across the cell membrane in each case.
5. How could you get a swollen egg to “deflate” back to its normal size? Describe one possible way
to accomplish this and explain why your idea might work.
6. Consider this: oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are gases that readily dissolve in water
including the wet surface of your lungs and in your blood. These molecules are small – about the
same size as water and salt, but much smaller than sugar. Use what you know about diffusion to
draw a molecule picture of the gas exchange that occurs in the alveoli of your lungs. Below your
diagram, explain what is going on in words.
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P4 – Organ Research Presentations (Build a Body)
Each person has researched a different organ. You will present your research to the class and together, we
will build a human body out of all our organs.
Organ research presentations grading:
15 points – The homework assignment is thoroughly and accurately completed with all of the requested
information. These will be collected at the beginning of class.
5 points – You are able to accurately place your color, life-sized drawing of your organ into the body.
(Remember, the body is 3 dimensional – consider what is above, below, left, right, and
overlapping or underneath your organ.)
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HW6 – What is Life?
Consider the water spinners you observed today in class. Are they alive? For that matter, what is life?
How can you determine whether something is alive, never alive, or once was alive? Complete the table
and question below and come to class prepared to share your ideas.
Observations leading you to think the water
spinners are living.

Observations leading you to think the water
spinners are NOT living

What tests or experiments would you do with the water spinners to help make a more informed
decision?

List as many characteristics as you can think of that you believe all living things share.
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A14a – Flower Dissection
The angiosperms are seed-bearing plants that produce flowers. All the parts of a flower are actually
modified leaves that are specialized for their roles in the reproductive process. Flower parts are arranged in
a circular pattern. Each circle is called a whorl. In this lab, we will study the structure of a typical flower,
paying particular attention to the male and female reproductive organs needed for sexual reproduction in
flowering plants. Your group will obtain a flower and observe it carefully.
As you examine your flower, you will be carefully removing parts beginning with the outer whorl and
working your way in towards the center. You will arrange each whorl in a circle on the plain paper. As
you proceed with your dissection, you will carefully tape each whorl of flower parts into position and label
them (please use pencil!). As each whorl is observed and removed, you will complete a chart with your
observations of each flower part and describing the functions of that flower part. Information in your
textbook or in this lab manual will be useful in completing the Function column of the chart.
1. In your science notebook, create a chart like the following, leaving lots of space in each row to write
your observations.
Structure
Sepals

Observations
a. _________________________
b. _________________________

Function
c. _________________________________

…
On the page opposite your table, you will tape parts of your flower in whorls. These will form
concentric circles that march inwards towards the center of the page. Each part of your flower should
be labeled.
1. The sepals form the outermost whorl of the flower. The sepals are leaf-like structures that are usually
green in color. Sometimes, the sepals are the same color as the petals, or appear to be another set of
petals of a different color. Some flowers lack sepals altogether. The sepals is to protect the inner parts
of the flower as they develop, before it blossoms. Gently remove the sepals, tape them into a large
circle that almost touches the edges of your paper, and label them. On the chart, record the following
observations. Please use complete sentences.
a. How many sepals does your flower have?
b. Describe the appearance of the sepals (color, markings, etc.).
c. In your own words, what is the function of the sepals?
2. The petals are found directly under the sepals. The color and odor of the petals help to attract birds
and insects to the flower for pollination. Gently remove the petals, tape them onto the paper in a ring
just inside the ring of sepals, and label them. On the chart, record the following observations:
a. How many petals does your flower have?
b. Describe the appearance of the petals (color, markings, etc.).
c. In your own words, what is the function of the petals?
4. The stalk-like structures inside the petals are the stamens, the male reproductive organs. Depending
on the species, the stamens may be attached to the stem, to the petals, or to the pistil. The stamen is
made of two parts: the anther and the filament. The anther is the enlarged structure at the top of the
stamen. Inside the anther are pollen sacs. Within the pollen sacs are special reproductive cells that
form pollen grains. Each pollen grain contains two sperm nuclei. When the pollen grains mature, the
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pollen sacs split open to release the dust-like pollen. The filament is a thin stalk that supports the
anther. Gently remove the stamens, tape them onto the paper in a circle just within the circle of petals,
and label them. On the chart, record the following observations:
a. How many stamens does your flower have?
b. Describe the appearance of the stamens (be sure to describe both the anther and filament).
c. Have the pollen sacs opened? How can you tell?
d. If pollen grains are visible, describe their appearance.
e. In your own words, what is the function of the stamen?
4. The central structure of the flower is the female reproductive organ, the pistil. The pistil consists of
three parts: the stigma, style, and ovary. The top of the pistil is the stigma. When mature the stigma
is enlarged, and its surface is moist and sticky. The style is the middle portion of the pistil. It is a
stalk that supports the sigma. Some flowers lack a style. The ovary is the enlarged structure at the
bottom of the pistil. The ovary contains one or more hollow compartments called ovules. Within the
ovules are special reproductive cells that make egg cells.
Pollination occurs when pollen grains land on the sticky surface of the stigma and are trapped there.
The pollen grain opens and a pollen tube emerges and begins tunneling through the stigma towards
the ovary. The pollen tube grows down through the style to the ovary and enters the ovule, making a
continuous passageway for the two sperm nuclei inside the pollen grain to enter the ovule.
Fertilization occurs when the sperm nuclei join the egg cells. The fertilized egg is called an embryo.
The wall of the ovule thickens and forms a seed, thus enclosing and protecting the embryo. The ovary
wall also thickens and develops into a fruit. In some plants such as apples and tomatoes, the ovary
walls become fleshy and contain stored sugars and starches. In other plants such as walnuts, the ovary
walls become dry and hard. In still other plants, such as beans and the Fast Plants we are observing,
the ovary walls get stretched out and elongated. The fruits of many plants have evolved so that
animals (including ourselves) eat the fruits and carry the seeds far from the mother plant.
Carefully remove the pistil by cutting it from the stem just under the ovary. Using pencil, make a lifesized sketch of the entire pistil (just the outline) in the center of the plain paper and label it. Cut the
style just at the top of the ovary, tape it next to your sketch, and label the stigma and style. Cut a thin
cross-wise section of the ovary and tape it under the stigma and style. Look carefully for the ovules –
they will be oval in shape and have a small slit-like hollow in the middle. On the chart, record the
following observations:
a. Describe the appearance of the pistil (be sure to describe the stigma, style and ovary
separately).
b. Describe the appearance of the ovules.
c. In your own words, what is the function of the pistil.
Conclusion questions
Please write the answers to the following questions in your science notebook using complete sentences.
1. Draw the life cycle of a flowering plant, illustrating each stage in the plant’s development. Below each
drawing, describe the major events and processes that occur during that life stage. (Hint: your textbook
has a great diagram if you cannot recall the one we did in lab a few weeks back.)
2. Plants cannot move and thus must take advantage of animals or wind and water during different parts
of its life cycle. Describe the two times in a flowering plants’ life cycle where animals or wind or
water often play an important role.
3. Describe where pollination and fertilization occur. (They occur in different places!)
4. Explain the differences between pollination and fertilization.
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5. a) In which part of the male reproductive organ are the pollen grains made?
b) In which part of the female reproductive organ are the egg cells made?
6. How do the sperm nuclei in a pollen grain reach the egg nucleus in an ovule?
7. a) Which part of the flower becomes the seed?
b) Which part becomes the fruit?
c) Which part of the fruit contains the embryo?
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A14b – Who’s Your Daddy?
How are traits passed from 1 generation to the next?
Since people began cultivating plants and raising animals, humans have been trying to improve
and increase their food supply. This was done by picking the best plants and animals to get the
tastiest, hardiest, most nutritious and most appealing offspring. But nobody really understood
how these traits were inherited. Are traits blended in offspring? Does 1 parent give a trait to its
offspring? Can unusual traits suddenly appear when neither parent had the trait before?
To answer these questions, we will breed 3 generations of plants that have a variety of stem
colors. We have seeds for P1 (Mother) and F1 (Baby) but not P2 (Father). The big question is:
“Who’s your daddy?” or more specifically, “What did the stem color of the Father plants look
like?” These generations are diagramed below:
P1 - Mother

P2 - Father

F1 - Baby

F1 - Baby

F2 – Grandbaby

We will start by planting the P1 (Mother) and F1 (Baby) seeds. We will come up with a way to
classify and measure the stem color of the plants. As the F1 plants grow and mature, we will
intermate these plants with one another and thus produce the seeds for the F2 generation. We
will grow the F2 plants and then use logic, reasoning, and what we know about genetics to infer
what the P2 (Father) plants looked like.
Here’s a calendar of what we will be doing throughout the rest of the semester:
Plant
P1 , F1
P1 , F1

Plant age
Day 0
Day 7

F1
F1
F1 , F2
F2

Day 21
Day 45
Day 56/0
Day 7

Dates

Activity
Plant P1 and F1 seeds
Observe stem color for P1 and F1 plants; Terminate P1
plants
Intermate F1 plants
Stop watering plants
Harvest F2 seeds; Plant F2 seeds
Observe stem color of F2 plants; Develop model for
inheritance of stem color traits

Keep detailed notes throughout the semester. Also, save at least 3 pages in your notebook so
that all your notes about this experiment will be kept together. You will need these notes to
make sense of your data and develop a logical model for how stem color is inherited.
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Day 0 – Plant P1 and F1 seeds
1. Start a section of your science notebook with at least 4 blank pages on which to write.
Title it “A14- Who’s Your Daddy”.
2. Plant the P1 and F1 seeds according to Dr. Irene’s directions.
3. Write the date and briefly describe what you did to plant the P1 and F1 seeds. What seeds
did you plant? Which cells in your planter were each seed type put in?
Day 7 - Observe stem color for P1 and F1 plants; Terminate P1 plants
1. Observe the stem color of your P1 and F1 plants. Write down some initial observations.
What do the stems look like? How much variation is there in the color of the stems? How
similar are the P1 plants to one another? How about the F1 plants?
2. With the others at your table, develop a way to quantify (measure) the color of the stems
in the P1 and F1 plants. A general description like “green” is not good enough. Develop
some way to measure the color so that another group could repeat your measurements
and get the exact same results. Describe the strategy you came up with in your science
notebook. Be clear enough so that another group could repeat your measurements using
the exact same procedure.
3. Design a table and record your information about the P1 and F1 plants. For instance, your
table might look like this (or it could look differently depending on how you choose to
measure stem color):
Number of plants with each kind of trait
List each kind of trait:
# P1 plants with that trait
# F1 plants with that trait
4. Develop a hypothesis (your initial ideas) describing what you think the P2 (Father) plants
looked like and describing a model for how stem color is passed from generation to
generation.
5. Terminate P1 plants – cut them off at the bottom of the stem with scissors.
6. Thin your F1 plants so that there is only 1 plant per cell - cut off any extra plants at the
bottom of the stem with scissors.
Day 21 – Intermate F1 plants
1. Build a bee-stick. Dr. Irene will show you how.
2. Intermate the F1 plants with one another. This means, gather pollen from other groups’
anthers with your bee stick and deposit the pollen onto the stigmas of your flowers. Make
sure that all flowers receive pollen from several different plants.
3. Make a prediction. Based on your model from last week, what should the stem colors of
the F2 plants look like? If you had 100 F2 plants, how many plants would you expect to
have a certain stem color trait? Clearly explain why this should be.
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Day 56/0 - Harvest F2 seeds; Plant F2 seeds
1. Gather dried seed pods from your plants. Carefully open the seed pods on a paper towel
and remove the seeds.
2. Dispose of the dried F1 plants and empty the soil from the planters.
3. Plant the F2 seeds according to Dr. Irene’s directions.
4. Revisit your hypothesis, model and prediction. Do you still agree with your original
ideas? Modify them if you want to. If you changed your ideas, explain why. If you are
choosing to stick with your ideas, explain why.
Day 7 – Observe stem color of F2 plants; Develop model for inheritance of stem color
traits
1. Use the strategy for measuring stem color traits you developed previously to measure the
stem color of your F2 plants. Use a similar data table to the one you used before to record
your information.
2. Go around to each of the other group’s F2 plants and measure their stem color traits just
as you did your own. In this way, you will have measured the stem color of every F2 plant
in the classroom.
3. Calculate the percentage of the F2 plants in the room that have each of the traits you
observed.
4. How close is this to your prediction?
5. Do you think your model is correct? How convinced are you?
6. If you think your model was incorrect, propose a model that you think would explain
your results better. Describe what the new model would predict and why that comes
closer to the results you observed.
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A14c – Life Traps
Where can living things be found? Are there any living things on your shoes? On your skin? In your
bed? In the air you are breathing right now? When living things are microscopic, it is often difficult to
know whether they are present. When living things are provided with the proper nutrients, water, and
environmental factors (temperature, humidity, etc.) they will grow and reproduce, often explosively and
in surprising ways.
To children and many adults, microbes (microscopic living things) are abstract, invisible germs that
mysteriously spread disease, but otherwise have little relevance to their daily lives. However, microbes
in the form of bacteria, fungi and viruses are prolific and exist all around us and even inside us. Of the
100 trillion cells found within your skin, only 10 trillion of these (a measly 10%) are human cells! The
rest are primarily bacteria living on the surface of your skin, around your eyes, mouth, reproductive
organs, and digestive tract, comprising between 500-1,000 different species. Since bacterial cells are
generally much smaller than human cells, a great many more bacteria fit into the borders of the human
body than human cells. YIKES!
Nutrient agar plates are a tool for culturing microbes in the laboratory. The nutrient agar inside the plate
provides all the basic organic molecules - water, carbohydrates, fats, and proteins - and will support the
growth of many bacteria and fungi species. Many organisms that arrive on the plate will not have the
right conditions to grow. However, not all microbes will find the appropriate nutrient and environmental
conditions to grow on an nutrient agar plate. Thus, an empty plate does not necessarily mean no life
exists there – only that this method could not detect life. In fact (luckily for us) disease-causing
organisms generally cannot grow on these plates because they prefer to be at body temperature, not
room temperature.
Carefully consider where you would like to look for microbes. You may collect them from around
campus or you may bring your plate home to collect microbes from around your house.
Procedure:
1. Wash your hands thoroughly with water and soap.
2. Break off two 1 inch pieces of masking tape and use them to seal the plate shut on opposite sides.
One side will make a hinge while the other side can be opened temporarily to seed the plate, then
sealed again. With a permanent marker, label one side L for left and the other side R for right.
3. Stick another piece of tape to the bottom of the plate and labeled with your name and source of
his or her sample.
4. “Seed” your plates. There are several ways to do this:
• To collect microbes from a moist surface: take a dry, sterile Q-tip and rubbing it on a test
surface and then very gently rub it on the surface of the nutrient agar. Do not gouge the
surface of the agar. In order to tell the difference between microbes that were intentionally
placed on the agar with the Q-tip and ones that fell into the plate from the air, the Q-tip
should be swiped across the agar in a distinctive pattern – a zig-zag, your initials, a smiley
face, etc.
• To collect microbes from a dry surface: take a dry, sterile Q-tip and dip it into sterile water.
Then use the moist Q-tip to rub it across the test surface and then very gently rub it on the
surface of the nutrient agar. As before, do not gauge the agar and make a distinctive pattern.
• To collect microbes from the air: leave them open to the air for 20 minutes in a specific
location.
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5. Seal your plates carefully with masking tape and do not open them again. Store them upsidedown (with the label and agar facing up and the lid on the table.) This is to prevent any
condensation on the lid from dripping into your agar and messing up your experiment.
IMPORTANT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:
• Once plates have been seeded and sealed, they should not be opened again.
• Do not collect microbes from other people’s bodies – you can collect from your own body or
hair.
• Do not collect microbes from urine or feces.
Answer the following questions in your science notebook:
1. Provide a detailed description of how the sample was collected. Be as specific as possible. Which
button on the telephone was rubbed, or was it the mouthpiece? How hard did you rub the Q-tip on
the surface? Exactly where was the plate left open to the air and for how long? Was there a
window open nearby? What else was nearby?
2. Provide a detailed labeled drawing of the nutrient agar plate oriented so left and right is correctly
positioned. In your drawing show the exact pattern drawn by the Q-tip on the surface of the agar.
Any flecks of protein or fat droplets should be labeled and carefully described.
3. At our next activity meeting, create a new labeled drawing of the nutrient agar plate. Try to draw
any colonies as accurately as possible – the correct number, size, shape, and place on the plate.
Each circular colony represents a single microbe that landed on the plate and began reproducing.
By the time you can see it without a microscope, that single microbe has had hundreds of
offspring who then had offspring of their own.
4. Carefully examine any new growth. Measure the diameter of any colonies. Describe their color
and texture in detail. It is difficult to positively identify specific species from so rough a measure,
however, it is possible to determine certain things about the colonies that grow. Bacteria tend to
form low-growing buttons or streaks that are glistening and smooth. On the other hand, fungi tend
to form fuzzy, irregular patches or fern-like, thread-like patterns. Different varieties can be
distinguished by their color and texture. Colonies that were collected on a Q-tip swab from a hard
surface will begin their growth where the Q-tip touched the nutrient agar. Colonies from the air
that landed on the agar while the lid was open will begin as a dot located on part of the plate not
touched by the Q tip swab.
5. Take a tour around the room of the other agar plates from your fellow students. What do you
notice? How is your plate similar to the others? How is your plate different from the others? Can
you identify any patterns among the plates?
6. What evidence do you now have that microbes are alive? Do any of your observations suggest
that microbes are not alive? What further experiments could you try to help you confirm whether
your microbes are alive or not?
7. Remember, life traps do not capture all the microbes in a given place. What factors might prevent
a microbe from growing in these life traps? How would you modify the experiment to look for
different microbes that didn’t grow in this experiment?
8. Where are the microbes on your plate getting their energy from?
9. Where are the microbes on your plate getting the matter they need to reproduce and grow?
10. If these microbes were left in the location you collected them from, how would they fit into the
local food web? (What do the microbes “eat” or get their energy from? What eats the microbes (if
anything)?
11. Many people (children and adults) mistakenly believe that the smaller an organism is, the “lower”
it is on the food chain. In other words, many people believe that microbes must be the “start” of a
food chain because they are microscopic. They would be eaten by slightly larger organisms which
would be eaten by even larger organisms and so on. However, you know better! Write a note to
next semester’s students explaining why this size-dependent view of a food chain is incorrect.
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A15 – Microscope Observations
Today, we will make slides and look at prepared slides (professionally made slides) and look at them
under the microscope. The goals of this lab are:
o To learn how to properly use and care for a compound microscope.
o To learn how to make simple slides.
o To collect evidence about whether all living things are made up of cells or not. For that
matter, what the heck are cells in the first place?
Parts of a Microscope
The eyepiece provides 10x magnification. The
objectives provide an additional 4x, 10x or 40x
magnification (depending on which one is clicked into
place). Multiply the eyepiece 10x magnification by the
objective magnification to get the total magnification.

Microscope rules
1. Always carry or move a microscope with two hands, one on the arm, and one on the bottom.
2. Always use the lowest power objective (the shortest one) when you take a slide on and off the
stage. Objective lenses are expensive and are extremely easy to scratch.
3. Always start focusing with the lowest power objective (the shortest one). Get the slide in focus
there, first using the coarse adjustment knob (the large knob) to get it close, then using the fine
adjustment knob (the small knob) to get it perfectly in focus. From there, you can switch to a
higher power objective.
4. When switching objectives, watch from the SIDE of the microscope, not through the eyepiece, to
make sure that the objective does not hit the slide.
5. Only use the coarse adjustment knob (the large knob) when you are using the lowest power
objective (the shortest one). Using the coarse adjustment knob on a higher power can crack or
scratch the objective!
6. Please turn off the light when you are finished.
7. When viewing a slide that does not have a coverslip such as a drop of water, DO NOT USE ANY
HIGHER POWERED OBJECTIVE. Stay at 40x or else the water can damage the objective.
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Read through the questions you will have to answer for this lab before looking at any slides. Keep these
questions in mind as you view different slides.
Take a careful, detailed look at least 5 different slides from living things. At least two slides you should
prepare yourself using the procedures towards the end of this lab write up. One slide should be of a pond
water droplet. Here is a list of the different slides available to you:
1. Onion skin (self-prepared)
2. Elodea leaf (self-prepared)
3. Inside of your cheek (self-prepared)
4. Bottom of a leaf (self-prepared)
5. Pond water drop (self-prepared)
6. Assorted other pre-prepared plant and animal slides (in boxes)
Answer the following questions in your science notebook.
1. Draw a careful, detailed, color picture of the 5 slides you chose at 400x magnification (the pond
water droplet will be drawn at 40x because you should never use any higher magnification with a
slide without a cover slip...).
2. The following is the definition of the word, “cell” from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary:
“1 a: a one-room dwelling occupied by a solitary person (as
a hermit) b: a single room (as in a convent or prison)
usually for one person
2: a small compartment, cavity, or bounded space: as a: one
of the compartments of a honeycomb b: a membranous area
bounded by veins in the wing of an insect
3: a small usually microscopic fluid filled region
surrounded by a membrane capable of performing all the
fundamental functions of life, and forming the smallest
structural unit of living matter capable of functioning
independently”
Based on the definition above and your observations today, did you see any cells? More
importantly, do your observations support or refute the idea that all living things are made of
cells? Carefully describe your evidence and reasoning, referring back to your drawings when
relevant.
3. Describe the shape, sizes, colors, and contents of the different cells you saw. What was similar
about them? What was different?
4. Did anything surprise you about what you saw? If so, why did you find it surprising? What do
you think about cells now that you have observed them?
5. Are there any questions that you have about cells that you want answered? List them here (and
add them to your KWLH).
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Procedures for Preparing Slides
Onion skin
1. You are going to put a piece of onion skin between two
pools of iodine. First, add 1 drop of iodine to the center
of the slide. Be careful! Iodine can stain your clothes.
2. Take a small piece of onion. Use tweezers to peel off the
skin from the underside (the rough, white side) of the
onion. Throw the rest of the onion away.
3. Carefully lay the onion skin FLAT on top of the drop of
iodine.
4. Now add 2 more drops of iodine on TOP of the piece of
onion skin.
5. Stand a thin glass cover slip on its edge near the onion
skin, next to the drop of iodine.
6. Slowly lower the other side of the cover slip until it
covers the onion skin completely. If there are air
bubbles, gently tap on the glass to “chase” them out.
7. Make sure the lowest power objective (the shortest one)
is in place over the stage and the microscope light is
turned on.
8. Place the slide onto the stage of the microscope and use
Lowering coverslip
the stage clips to hold the slide in place.
9. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse
adjustment knob (the largest knob) until an image comes into focus. It should look like a brick
wall or like lizard skin.
10. Now use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to make the image as focused as possible.
11. Looking from the SIDE of the microscope, NOT through the eyepiece, rotate the lenses to the
next highest powered lens (100x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest
knob) to get the image into focus. DO NOT USE THE LARGE KNOB!! You may see a small dot
in the middle of each cell.
12. Again, looking from the SIDE of the microscope, rotate the lenses to the highest powered lens
(400x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to get the image into
focus. You should see a dark blob in the middle of each cell.
13. In your science notebook, draw a picture of what you see. Label the picture “Onion skin 400x”.
Label as many parts of the cell as you can see.
14. Switch to the lowest power objective and THEN remove the slide. Set it aside for now.
Elodea leaf
1. Tear off one small leaf from the elodea plants floating in the tank.
2. Add one drop of tap water to the slide.
3. Stand a thin glass cover slip on its edge near the leaf, next to the drop of water.
4. Slowly lower the other side of the cover slip until it covers the leaf completely. Make sure there
are no air bubbles.
5. Make sure the lowest power objective (the shortest lens) is in place over the stage.
6. Place the slide onto the stage of the microscope and use the stage clips to hold the slide in place.
7. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse adjustment knob (the largest knob) until an image
comes into focus. It should look like a green brick wall or like lizard skin.
8. Now use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to make the image as focused as possible.
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9. Looking from the SIDE of the microscope, NOT through the eyepiece, rotate the lenses to the
next highest powered lens (100x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest
knob) to get the image into focus. DO NOT USE THE LARGE KNOB!! You may see small
green circles in each brick.
10. Again, looking from the SIDE of the microscope, rotate the lenses to the highest powered lens
(400x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to get the image into
focus. You should definitely see lots of green circles within each brick. In fact, the circles may be
moving around slowly, as if drifting on a current.
11. In your science notebook, draw a detailed, color picture of what you see. Label the picture
“Elodea Leaf 400x”.
12. Switch back to the lowest power objective and THEN remove the slide. Set it aside for now.
Human cheek cells
1. Add one drop of methylene blue to the middle of a clean slide. Be careful! Methylene blue will
stain your clothes and skin.
2. Use the flat side of a toothpick to gently scratch the inside of your cheek. DO NOT GOUGE
YOUR CHEEK - you don’t need chunks of skin and definitely don’t want to draw blood.
3. Gently touch the toothpick to the drop of dye on the slide. Some of your cheek cells should drift
off into the dye.
4. Throw the toothpick away.
5. Stand a thin glass cover slip on its edge near the drop of dye.
6. Slowly lower the other side of the cover slip until it covers the dye completely. Make sure there
are no air bubbles.
7. Make sure the lowest power objective (the shortest lens) is in place over the stage.
8. Place the slide onto the stage of the microscope and use the stage clips to hold the slide in place.
9. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse adjustment knob (the largest knob) until an image
comes into focus. It should look like scattered dark blue dots or blobs. Move the slide around
until a nice cluster of dots moves into the center of your image.
10. Use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to make the image as focused as possible.
11. Looking from the SIDE of the microscope, NOT through the eyepiece, rotate the lenses to the
100x lens. If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to get the image into
focus.
12. Again, looking from the SIDE of the microscope, rotate the lenses to the 400x lens. If you need
to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to get the image into focus.
13. In your science notebook, draw a detailed color picture of what you see. Label the picture “Inside
of human cheek 400x”.
14. Switch to the lowest power objective and THEN remove the slide.
Bottom surface of leaf
1. Choose a leaf you wish to observe. Hold it with 2 hands with the bottom side of the leaf facing
up. Tear the leaf by holding one hand in place and pulling the other hand back as if you were
trying to peel a sticker off of a surface. Your goal is to rip the leaf so that the thin bottom “skin”
of the leaf peels apart from the rest of the leaf. Try several times if you have to. The “skin” should
be a clear or pale green see-through border sticking off of the edge of the leaf you just tore.
2. Pick the nicest, widest section of this “skin” and trim the skin along with the adjoining area of
intact leaf apart from the rest of the leaf so that it will fit nicely on a slide under a cover slip.
3. Add one drop of tap water to the slide.
4. Place the leaf piece into the water.
5. Add another drop of tap water on top of the leaf piece.
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6. Stand a thin glass cover slip on its edge near the leaf, next to the drop of water.
4. Slowly lower the other side of the cover slip until it covers the leaf completely. Make sure there
are no air bubbles.
5. Make sure the lowest power objective (the shortest lens) is in place over the stage.
6. Place the slide onto the stage of the microscope and use the stage clips to hold the slide in place.
7. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse adjustment knob (the largest knob) until an image
comes into focus. It should look like a brick wall or like lizard skin.
8. Now use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to make the image as focused as possible.
9. Looking from the SIDE of the microscope, NOT through the eyepiece, rotate the lenses to the
next highest powered lens (100x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest
knob) to get the image into focus. DO NOT USE THE LARGE KNOB!! You may see small
green circles in each brick and some scattered “bricks” that are unusually shaped, like 2 kidney
beans nestled next to each other.
10. Again, looking from the SIDE of the microscope, rotate the lenses to the highest powered
objective (400x). If you need to, use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to get the image
into focus.
11. In your science notebook, draw a detailed, color picture of what you see. Label the picture
“Bottom of a Leaf 400x”.
12. Switch back to the lowest power objective and THEN remove the slide. Set it aside for now.
Pond water drop
1. Get a depression slide – a special glass slide with a shallow depression in the middle.
2. Add 2 drops of pond water. You may want to try and get your pond water from an area with lots
of floating “gunk”. (No cover slip needed!)
3. Make sure the lowest power objective (the shortest lens) is in place over the stage.
4. Place the slide onto the stage of the microscope and use the stage clips to hold the slide in place.
5. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse adjustment knob (the largest knob) until an image
comes into focus.
6. Use the fine adjustment knob (the smallest knob) to make the image as focused as possible.
7. Use the 2 knobs at the bottom of the stage to move the slide around to see all the different areas
of the water drop.
8. DO NOT SWITCH TO A HIGHER POWERED OBJECTIVE!
9. In your science notebook, draw a detailed color picture of what you see. Label the picture “Pond
water drop 40x”.
Clean up! Rinse off all your slides in the sink. Set the coverslips on one paper towel and the slides
on another.
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P5 – Model Cells
With the groups you formed in lecture this week, you will need to build a model cell based on your cell
analogy. For instance, if you decided that a cell was like an office building, then you will need to create a
3D model of a “cell office building” with each of the different cell structures labeled. The materials for
your model cell need to be brought from home although I will provide basic art supplies such as paper,
markers, colored pencils, toothpicks (great for labeling parts), tape and glue. I recommend using a box
(shoebox, shipping box, etc.) as a starting point.
You will need to bring any special materials for building your model cell to class. The first 75 minutes of
class will be reserved for you to work in your groups to build your model cell. At the end of class, you
will present your model cell to the rest of the class.
Grading
10 cell structures required (see list below); 2 points each – You must name of each cell part and portray it
in your model (labelled) (0.5 pts), describe it’s real life function in your own words (0.5 pts), and then
clearly explain why your portrayal is a good analogy (1 pt). For instance, if you are using the “cell office”
analogy, then the nucleus might be the CEO’s office because the function of the nucleus is to keep the
DNA of a cell contained and in good working order while the CEO’s office contains the CEO which, like
DNA, directs all of the daily operations of the cell. The office also has all the CEO’s private things such
as family photos, snacks, coffee, cell phone, etc to keep him or her in “good working order”.
For your reference, here is the list of cell parts, their functions and what type of organisms they are found
in from lecture:
Cell Part
In what organisms
Function
Cell membrane

All

Protection; separate inside vs outside

Cytosol

All

Protein rich, watery filling

Cytoskeleton

All

Structural support; transport highways

DNA

All

Genetic material

Ribosome

All

Assembles proteins

Nucleus

Just eukaryotes

Holds and maintains DNA

Endoplasmic reticulum Just eukaryotes
Golgi complex
Vesicles
Mitochondria

Just eukaryotes
Just eukaryotes
Just eukaryotes

Rough - helps make and fold proteins Smooth - makes
and processes lipids
Packages and tags proteins for transport
Holds proteins during transport
Converts glucose to more “usable” energy

Lysosome

Rare in plants

Digests old cell parts and foreign invaders

Cell wall

All except animals

Structural support; protection

Chloroplast
Vacuole

Just plants & algae
Just plants & algae

Does photosynthesis
Stores water and nutrients
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A17 – Molecule Testing
In this series of labs, we will be testing for the building blocks of life. These building blocks are called
organic molecules. “Organic” means part of a living thing or comes from a living thing. “Molecules”
are the building blocks that make up all things, both living and non-living things. Thus, organic
molecules are the building blocks that make up all living things. Living things are made of organic
molecules and are the only way to produce organic molecules besides a laboratory so scientists use
them as a sign of life.
There are 3 types of organic molecules we will be testing for:
• Proteins – Your muscles are mostly made of this molecule. Proteins can be found in any living
cell, even one-celled creatures like bacteria.
o Biuret solution is used to identify the presence of proteins. Biuret solution is a blue
solution that will react with proteins to make a pink-purple color.
•

Glucose – All living things (that we know of so far) use glucose as their primary food source.
Cells need glucose in order to survive. It’s the most simple type of sugar. Plants use water and
sunlight to make glucose. Animals and fungi digest other molecules to make glucose.
o Benedict’s solution is used to test for glucose. It is a clear blue solution that will react
with glucose to make a green, yellow, or red color depending on how much sugar is
present. Test tubes MUST be kept at 40-50 degrees Celcius for 5 minutes in order for the
color to change.

•

Starch – Starch is one way living things store glucose for use later on. A long string of glucose
molecules makes a starch molecule. It’s the main ingredient in potatoes, wheat, corn and other
grains.
o Iodine solution is used to test for starch. It is a yellow-brown solution that will react with
starch to make a blue-black color.

You will rotate to each of these stations to test for organic molecules. Each team member will
“specialize” in one test. This person will be the “experimenter” for that test. The experimenter will
handle all the materials and conduct the test at that station. At the next station, switch experimenters.
Every person must record all the data in his or her own science notebook.
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Follow the directions below:
1. With your team, choose 1 item from each category to test. You will test this item at each of the 3
stations. In addition to the items below, there is a fourth item at each station to test.
Once was alive
Chicken broth
Wheat flour (mixed with
water)
Apple juice
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Never alive
Tap water
Rubbing alcohol

Mystery solution
Vinegar
Fish tank water

Soap

Kool aid

Get 3 beakers.
Get 4 test tubes and put them in a test tube rack.
Label your beakers with the name of the item you wish to test.
Label 3 of the 4 test tubes with the name of the item you wish to test. Leave the fourth test tube
blank. You will get a fourth item to test at each station.
Add about 20 mls of solution to your 3 beakers. Eyeball it using the gradations on the side of your
cup. Exact quantities do not matter at this stage.
Get 3 eyedroppers.
Put an eyedropper into each of your beakers. Don’t mix eyedroppers or you will contaminate your
samples.
Bring your beakers and test tubes to one of the 3 stations (no more than 2 teams should be at any
one station at a time). Follow the directions at the station to test your 4 items.
Switch to another station. Follow the directions there. Continue until all items have been tested at
all stations.

When you are finished testing CLEAN UP!
11.
12.
13.
14.

Dump any remaining liquid from your beakers into a “Waste” container.
Rinse your beakers and eye droppers thoroughly with water. You do not need to use soap.
Remove all labels.
Put the beakers, test tubes, test tube racks, and eye droppers back where you got them.

Finally, answer these questions in complete sentences in your science notebook:
15.
16.
17.
18.

Which items tested “positive” for protein? What does a positive result mean?
Which items tested “positive” for glucose? What does positive result mean?
Which items tested “positive” for starch? What does positive result mean?
If one of your tests gave a “negative result” does that mean for sure that the item was never
alive? Why or why not?
19. Based on the results of these tests, which items contained things that are alive or were once alive?
What is your evidence?
20. Did certain items come up positive for one test but negative for another? If so, give some logical
reasons why you got conflicting results.
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A18 – Starch testing
What is photosynthesis and what evidence do we have that this process is actually taking place in plants?
In this activity, we will test plants for the end product of photosynthesis – sugar. While it is often written
that glucose is the final product of photosynthesis, that’s not really the whole story. Yes, glucose is
created, but plants store most of their sugars as complex sugars like starch (long chains of glucose
molecules strung together) since it is a more stable, long-term storage molecule than simple sugars like
glucose.
Think about the plant-based foods we eat. Which foods contain starch? You may be surprised to know
that starch is found throughout the plant, including in its leaves and stems. We will be testing for starch in
the leaves of a geranium plant. These leaves will have been treated in different ways:
• Leaf in the light for the past 24 hours
• Leaf wrapped in aluminum foil for the past 24 hours
• Leaf wrapped in plastic for the past 24 hours
• Leaf wrapped in aluminum foil and plastic for the past 24 hours
Each group will get 1 leaf to test. The results will be reported to the whole class and then we will discuss
our results and try to figure out what they mean.
Procedure
1. Plug in the hot water bath and set the temperature to 60° C.
2. When almost boiling, use forceps to place the leaf you wish to test into the water.
3. Continue to boil for 2 minutes. Heating the leaves in this way will break down the cell walls and
cell membranes (think about what happens to cooked veggies versus fresh veggies).
4. Using forceps remove the leaf from water and place in a 200 ml beaker.
5. Add just enough ethanol to cover the leaf
6. Return the beaker together with leaf and ethanol to the hot water bath. Be careful to keep the
beaker from tipping over.
7. Leave the beaker in the hot water for 3 min. This will remove the chlorophyll from the leaf. Since
chlorophyll is green in color, the results of the iodine test for starch would be difficult to read if
the leaf is still bright green with chlorophyll. (Remember, with the iodine test for starch, the test
object turns yellow-brown with no starch and blue-black if starch is present.)
8. After 3 minutes, use tongs to take the beaker out of hot water then use the forceps to remove the
leaf from the beaker. Check to make sure that the leaves are pale green or white before
continuing.
9. Quickly dip the leaf in cool water to remove any excess ethanol.
10. Carefully spread leaf in a watch glass over a sheet of white paper with the help of forceps.
11. Add a few drops of iodine to the surface of the leaf.
12. If the leaf turns blue-black this indicates the presence of starch.
Answer the following questions in your science notebook:
1. Create a table to report the results of the starch testing from all 4 groups.
2. In the leaves that contained starch, where did this starch come from? Explain how the atoms that
make up the starch molecule came together in this plant.
3. What conditions were necessary for starch to form? Describe the evidence that led you to these
ideas.
4. What is the starch in this leaf used for? Why does the plant bother to make starch?
5. The very first homework assignment from this class asked you to consider what plants need. Go
back to this homework assignment and read your answers.
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a. In the first column of the table you listed the things you thought plants
need/use/consume. What did you say? How has your thinking changed since you first
completed the table? What evidence and experiences contributed to your new
understanding?
b. In the second column of the table you listed the things you thought plants give off. What
did you say? How has your thinking changed? What evidence and experiences
contributed to your new understanding.
c. You answered the question “Where do you think a plant get the energy it needs to live
and grow?” What did you say? How has your thinking changed? What evidence and
experiences contributed to your new understanding.
d. You answered the question “Where do you think a plant gets the material from which its
“body” is made from?” What did you say? How has your thinking changed? What
evidence and experiences contributed to your new understanding.
e. You responded to the statement “Plants get their food from the soil.” What did you
say? How has your thinking changed? What evidence and experiences contributed to
your new understanding.
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A19 – Cellular Respiration
Blow through a straw into bluish liquid and what happens? What if you put a plant in the liquid instead?
What if you leave the plants in the dark? What if you put some pond snails in? What if you put both pond
snails and plants? What’s going on?
The liquid we will be experimenting with is called bromthymol blue (BTB) a non-toxic acid-base
indicator that can be used to indirectly measure levels of dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2). The amount of
CO2 in a solution changes the pH. An increase in CO2 makes a solution more acidic (the pH gets lower).
A decrease in CO2 makes a solution more basic (the pH gets higher). The reason for this is that carbon
dioxide that is dissolved in water is in equilibrium with carbonic acid (H2CO3).
CO2 + H2 O ! H2CO3
In any solution, while the majority of CO2 stays as CO2 , some of it is converted to H2CO3, turning the
solution slightly acidic. If CO2 is added to the water, the level of H2CO3 will rise and the solution will
become more acidic. If CO2 is removed from the water, the amount of H2 CO3 falls and the solution
becomes more basic. Thus, acid-base indicators such as BTB can indirectly measure the amount of CO2 in
a solution.
Answer the following questions in your science notebook
1. Take a deep breath then blow bubbles in the BTB solution through a drinking straw. What happened?
Why? Write down your observations in your notebook. Clearly explain what caused the color
change in your own words.
2. Your instructor has prepared 4 test tubes for you to examine. Each tube was originally set up with
blue BTB and was left under the light back over the weekend. Carefully examine the tubes and
clearly explain what happened in each of the tubes.
a. Just BTB
b. BTB with pond snails
c. BTB with Elodea (water plant)
d. BTB with pond snails and Elodea (water plant)
3. Your instructor has put an identical set of 4 test tubes (originally set up with blue BTB) under the
sink in a dark cabinet over the weekend. Carefully examine the tubes and clearly explain what
happened in each of the tubes.
4. What was surprising to most students about the second set of 4 test tubes that were put in the dark?
Why is this surprising?
5. What is cellular respiration? (You may want to wait until after lecture this week and after reading
pages 98-100, 107-108, 112 in your textbook to answer these questions.)
a. What is the purpose of this series of chemical reactions?
b. What organisms perform cellular respiration and how often do they do it?
c. What is needed for cellular respiration to take place?
d. What waste products are generated from cellular respiration?
e. Write a chemical formula summarizing what happens in cellular respiration.
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P6 – Cell Energy Lab
In this class, you’ve been told and shown many things about BTB, photosynthesis and cellular respiration.
Do you really believe what you’ve been told? Is there anything that you aren’t completely convinced
about? What questions do you still have about photosynthesis and cellular respiration? These are tough
scientific concepts, yet you can conduct investigations of your own to find the answers to many of the
questions you have. In the lab sections this week, we will design and conduct experiments to answer your
own questions. Your experiments may need to sit over the weekend.
As you and your group work on answering your question and exploring BTB, photosynthesis and
respiration, write down your questions, observations, and conclusions as you go. USE THE ENTIRE
CLASS TIME. Gathering results from one initial experiment is not enough. The purpose of this lab is for
you to go beyond your first experiment, to think deeply, and to follow the questions wherever they might
lead. One experiment will naturally lead to others.
If you plan to use animals in your experiments, you must discuss your idea with the instructor before
setting up your experiment.
The next lab time will be spent working with your group to interpret your results and to design a
presentation for the class. Be prepared to describe what you did, what you learned, and to answer
questions about your experiments.
Grading criteria:
2 points – Describe your question.
2 points – Describe your hypothesis.
3 points – Describe your experimental design.
3 points – Describe your data. Did your group discover any patterns in the data? What are they?
5 points – Describe how your results relate to the original question and predictions.
5 points – Describe what you did next. How did you take your experiment the next step? How did your
group follow up on your first set of results to discover as much as you could about your question?
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HW7 - Plants vs. animals comparison
Consider what you have now learned about the characteristics of life and about classifying living things
into different groups (like the differences between plants and animals). For instance, one of the
characteristics all living things share is that they are made of cells. You can use differences in cells to
distinguish plants from animals – for instance, plant cells have features such as cell walls, vacuoles, and
chloroplasts that animal cells don’t have. Below is a table that helps you organize this information.
Choose 3 other characteristics that all living things share and use variations within that characteristic to
distinguish between plants and animals.
Characteristic all living things
share
All known living things are
made of cells.

How you can use this characteristic to differentiate between
plants and animals
Although plants and animals are both made of cells, plant cells and
animal cells have different features. Plant cells have cell walls,
vacuoles and chloroplasts while animal cells do not. In this way, if
you look under a microscope at a cell, you can tell if it is a plant or
animal cell by the presence or absence of these special cell parts.
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P7 – Is it Alive?
The Mars Rover Opportunity

Martian “Blueberries”

(photos courtesy of NASA, JPL)

One of the biggest questions in space science today is whether life exists outside our planet. As Ellie
Arroway says in the movie Contact, “The universe is a pretty big place. It’s bigger than anything anyone
has ever dreamed of before. So if it’s just us... seems like an awful waste of space.“
NASA has been developing technologies to test for the presence of life on other planets. Currently, two
robotic rovers are exploring the surface of Mars and conducting tests on the rocks found there. The Mars
Exploration Rover mission provides the inspiration for exciting science experiences. These two rovers
represent incredible feats of engineering and have contributed vast piles of data for geology and
astrobiology research.
This lesson is built around the discovery of Martian “blueberries” by the rover Opportunity in Meridiani
Planum. When they were first observed scattered across the floor of Meridiani Planum in 2004, their
composition was an enticing mystery. What are they? Their uniformity and symmetrical shape calls to
mind the bacterial and fungal colonies grown on agar plates. Could they once have been living things,
now frozen or fossilized on the surface of Mars? What about the 3 fused berries in the picture? Does this
capture the process by which berries reproduce?
Irene was able to get samples of “Martian” samples from NASA. They gave her “blueberries” as well as
some other intriguing samples from other locations on “Mars”. Your job is to carefully examine the
samples you are given and decide if there is life on “Mars”! (**Please stay within the spirit of this activity
and assume that the samples you are given really are unknowns from another planet - they actually are all
from Earth). Therefore, do not try to identify the sample. Please do not use the Internet or books to assist
you. DO use what you have learned in this class to collect as much evidence as possible to conclude
whether your sample is alive, never alive, or once was alive.**)
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I will provide the following materials for you to design your tests:
• Nutrient agar plates
• Beakers
• Q tips
• Test tubes & racks
• Eye droppers
• Bromthymol blue
• Benedict’s solution
• Hand lens
• Biuret solution
• Microscopes, slides, and dyes
• Iodine solution
• DNA extraction materials
Procedure
1. Obtain the samples from your Mars location.
2. Observe your samples using your eyes and a hand lens.
3. Based on visual observations alone, is it possible to determine if something in your sample is
alive or was once alive? Why or why not?
4. With your group, make a plan to collect as much evidence as possible that would convince me
and your fellow classmates that your sample is alive, once alive or never alive. You may wish to
consult previous activities in your science notebook as well as the characteristics of life lists.
5. Make observations, collect data, run experiments and set up experiments to run over the weekend
if necessary. Remember that you will eventually present your findings to the class. Therefore,
keep careful notes of what you did, why you did it, in what order, and any evidence that you can
collect.
6. Based on the results of your investigations, did your sample contain something alive or something
that was once alive? You will need to convince me and your classmates that your evidence and
logic is sound.
Presentation Grading Criteria
6 points – Describe your investigation and the design of each individual experiment. What did your
group do? Why did you choose those tests and not others?
10 points – Describe your evidence and what you concluded from that evidence. How convinced is
your group that your conclusion is correct? You must convince the class and your instructor that
the evidence you collected supports your conclusion; otherwise, you must clearly explain why
you cannot draw a firm conclusion from the evidence and describe what steps you would need to
take to draw a firm conclusion.
4 points – Advise NASA about which tests and pieces of evidence were most useful. Future NASA
robotic missions to Mars and other moons and planets will likely include tests similar to these that
will allow scientists to try and detect signs of life. Of the tests you used, which would you
recommend that NASA scientists consider using to detect life? Explain why.
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A23 – DNA Models
Although DNA was isolated in the 1800s, it was not until the 1900s that scientists believed DNA might
store genetic information. By 1929, the 3 major components – the sugar deoxyribose, a phosphate
group, and a nucleic acid – had been identified. Furthermore, it was known that the phosphate groups
linked the molecule together in a long chain, however it was assumed that the chains were short and that
the bases repeated in the same fixed order.
Towards the late 1940s, more and more came to be known. Erwin Chargaff noticed that in any species
he studied, the quantity of adenine was always the same as the quantity of thymine while the amount of
guanine was the same as the amount of cytosine. This came to be known as “Chargaff’s ratios”. But
what did these rations mean? At around the same time, X-ray diffraction data indicated that DNA was
coiled in a helical structure. But how many chains were part of the helix? Did the nucleic acids point in
toward the center our face out?
Rosalind Franklin, James Watson and Francis Crick deduced the structure of DNA in 1953. There were
several events that helped them put together the puzzle. First and foremost, the meticulous X-ray
diffraction work of Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins clearly illustrated that the DNA molecule
consisted of 2 strands, a double helix, with the nucleic acids on the inside of the molecule. Moreover,
the distance between the strands and the pitch of the helix could be precisely measured. With this
information, Watson and Crick were able to build a model of the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA.
The final step of the solution required the use of cardboard models of the 4 nucleic acids. Watson and
Crick cut out precise shapes for each nucleic acid. In today’s activity, you will become Watson and
Crick. Using simplified paper models of the 3 major components of DNA, you will “discover” the
structure of DNA yourselves!
In your science notebook:
Draw a picture of the following:
1) Real DNA: A drawing of what you saw in the DNA extraction lab.
2) Model DNA: A color coded section of the DNA you built in today’s activity.
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HW8 – Traits Survey
Let’s look at some of the traits that people have. You need to complete the survey for yourself and ALSO
for 2 other people that do not take my classes. If possible, these 2 people should be your biological
relatives, however, you can also choose unrelated family, teachers, or friends.
Yes or no traits:
Trait
Brown eyes – are your eyes brown?

Self
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

Freckles – do you have freckles?
Tongue rolling - can you roll your
tongue into a tube?

1:

2:
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

Dimples – do you have dimples
on your cheeks?

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

Earlobe attachment – are
your earlobes attached to the
side of your face?

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

Widow’s peak – do you have a
widow’s peak (hairline has a
V)?

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

Nearsightedness – are you nearsighted (can see things
close up but not far away)?
Cleft chin – do you have a
cleft chin?

yes
no
yes
no

yes
no
yes
no

yes
no
yes
no
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L11 – Secret Codes
Morse Code

My Made-up Code

A

.-

A

B

-...

B

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

-.-.
-..
.
..-.
--.
....
..
.---..-..
--.
--.--.
--..-.
...
......--..-.---..

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

What does this secret message say?

..
.-

.-.. --- ...- .
-... --- ..-

-

.-.. . .--.

.

-.

.

.-.

-.

- ..

Try to read my secret message below.
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Genetic Code
Step #1: Transcribe DNA " RNA (a single stranded messenger molecule)
A"U
T"A
C"G
G"C
For example:
DNA (decode top strand)
Becomes RNA

ACATCTTATACGTTC
TGTAGAATATGCAAG
UGUAGAAUAUGCAAG

Step #2: Translate RNA " Protein (chain of amino acids)

For example:
RNA

C

A
Tyrosine (Y)

UCU
UAU
UCC
UAC
UCA Serine (S) UAA
Stop
UCG
UAG
CCU
CAU Histidine (H)
Proline CAC
CCC
(P)
CCA
CAA Glutamine (Q)
CCG
CAG
ACU
AAU Asparagine (N)
ACC
AAC
Threonine
ACA
AAA
(T)
Lysine (K)
ACG
AAG
GCU
GAU Aspartic acid
(D)
GCC
GAC
Alanine
GCA
GAA Glutamic acid
(A)
(E)
GCG
GAG

G
UGU
Cysteine (C)
UGC
UGA
Stop
UGG Tryptophan (W)
CGU
CGC
Arginine (R)
CGA
CGG
AGU
Serine (S)
AGC
AGA
Arginine (R)
AGG
GGU
GGC
Glycine (G)
GGA
GGG

UGUAGAAUAUGCAAG

Becomes protein

C

R

I

C

K

Try it!
What does this secret message say?
TAAGAATAGTTTCTTTACCGTTGAGTA
ATTCTTATCAAAGAAATGGCAACTCAT
How about this one?
CTATTGCGCTAGAGTTTGCTTCGTTGG
GATAACGCGATCTCAAACGAAGCAACC
Make up your own secret message in genetic code and bring it to the next lecture!
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U
C
A
G
U
C
A
G
U
C
A
G
U
C
A
G

Third Letter

First Letter

Second Letter
U
UUU Phenylalanine
U UUC
(F)
UUA
UUG
CUU
C CUC Leucine (L)
CUA
CUG
AUU
A AUC Isoleucine (I)
AUA
AUG Methionine (M)
GUU
G GUC
GUA Valine (V)
GUG

HW9 – Unscramble these pictures
You may have seen pictures like this before. These are pictures of cells taken at different stages of a cell’s
“life cycle”. Without knowing anything more about them, try to put the pictures into a sequence that
makes sense to you. Each picture should have a number between 1-15 next to it by the time you are done.
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A24 – Mitosis and Meiosis
Life cycles for all organisms involve growth and reproduction. You can see its effects on a large scale
as you watch a child or young plant grow. Yet all of the real action is happening at the level of cells.
Cells are dividing constantly to make new skin, bone, muscle, blood, sperm and eggs. In animals and
plants, understanding reproduction at the level of cells is very different from understanding
reproduction at the level of populations. In contrast, for bacteria and other single-celled creatures,
cellular reproduction and population level reproduction is one and the same.
In today’s activity, your instructor will lead you through the 2 different kinds of cellular reproduction
(mitosis and meiosis) and show you how to use simple everyday materials to model these processes. At
the end of the lesson, work with your group to answer the following questions in your science notebook:
1. Mitosis drawings:
b. Draw and label a picture of a parent cell with 4 chromosomes (in different colors).
c. Draw and label a picture of this parent cell during mitosis when the copied chromosomes (in
different colors) are lined up.
d. Draw and label a picture of the daughter cells at the end of mitosis.
2. Meiosis drawings:
a. Draw and label a picture of a parent cell with 4 chromosomes (in different colors).
b. Draw and label a picture of this parent cell during the first division in meiosis when the
copied chromosomes (in different colors) are lined up.
c. Draw and label a picture of the first daughter cells midway through meiosis.
d. Draw and label a picture of these first daughter cells during the second division in meiosis
when the chromosomes (in different colors) are lined up.
e. Draw and label a picture of the final daughter cells at the end of meiosis.
3. Copy and complete the following table comparing mitosis and meiosis
Question
Mitosis
Meiosis
What is the role of each
process in an animal’s
life cycle?
Where does each
process occur in the
human body?
Where does each
process occur in a
flowering plant?
How many cell
divisions take place?
How many daughter
cells are there at the end
of the whole process?
Compare the number
and identity of the
parent chromosomes to
those found in the final
daughters.
4. Why does meiosis exist? Or stated another way, why is there sexual reproduction? Why don’t all
organisms reproduce asexually?
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HW10 - Mendel’s data
Gregor Mendel studied the inheritance of different characteristics in pea plants such as flower color, seed
shape, and height. For all of the characteristics, he carefully conducted breeding experiments where he
took pollen from one type of plant and pollinated the flowers of a another plant. This is called a “cross”.
For instance, Mendel crossed purple-flowered plants with white-flowered ones, tall plants with short
plants, and round-seed plants with wrinkled-seed plants. In all cases, the plants he started with (the
“parent plants” or “P generation”) were pure-bred. That means that the parent tall plants only have tall
offspring if they were pollinated with one another.
Mendel crossed tall plants with short plants. Before you read on, predict what the offspring would look
like:
Tall
x
Short
!
_________________
When children and most adults are asked this question they think the offspring would be Medium height
plants with a few people thinking that there would be a mixture of Tall, Medium and Short plants. In fact,
ALL the offspring were Tall. Does that surprise you? It sure surprised Mendel.
This first set of offspring is called the “F1 generation” (F stands for filial – Latin for offspring). If you
were Mendel, what would you do next? What Mendel actually did was to take these F1 offspring and
cross-pollinate these plants. This cross is called an “F1 cross” and the offspring of this second cross is
called the “F2 generation”. Curiously, there were 787 Tall F2 plants and 277 Short F2 plants. Although
there were many more Tall F2 plants, a substantial number of Short F2 plants resulted too. In effect, Short
plants “skipped a generation”.
Are the F2 results for height what you expected? Mendel tried the same experiment for other traits. For
instance, he crossed Purple-flowered plants with White-flowered plants. All of the F1 offspring were
Purple-flowered. But when he crossed these Purple-flowered F1 plants, he got 705 Purple-flowered F2
plants and 224 White-flowered F2 plants. Here’s a table of his results from the F2 generation:
Characteristic
Height
Flower color
Seed shape
Pod color

F1 Result
All Tall
All Purple
All Round
All Green

F2 Result
Tall
Purple
Round
Green

787
705
5474
428

Short
White
Wrinkled
Yellow

277
224
1850
152

What’s going on? Propose a model for these results. What could have happened to allow some Short
plants to show up in the F2 generation when there were no Short plants at all in the F1 generation? And
why are there no Medium plants?
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A25 - Making Babies
So far we have been talking about your phenotype – your observable traits. For every characteristic
(like eye color) there are different forms or varieties of that characteristic that you could actually have
(blue, green, hazel or brown eyes).
All of these traits are caused by variations in your genes. Every gene comes in one of two different
forms. We represent those forms by a letter, either as a capital letter or a lower case letter. For example,
eye color has a gene that can come in the B form (brown) or the b form (non-brown). These different
forms are called alleles.
Every individual has 2 copies of each gene, one from mom, the other from dad.
Thus, for eye color, you could be:
BB – two brown alleles
Bb – one brown allele, one non-brown allele
bb – two non-brown alleles
One allele is dominant. The other allele is recessive. The dominant allele masks or covers up the other
gene. Brown eyes are dominant over blue eyes. If you have a brown allele, your eyes will be brown no
matter whether the other allele is. Thus, if a person is Bb with one brown allele and one non-brown
allele, then they will have brown eyes, not a mixture of brown and blue.
If you are BB, your eyes will be ___________________.
If you are Bb, your eyes will be ___________________.
If you are bb, your eyes will be ___________________.
Every gene has two alleles or forms, one that is dominant and one that is recessive. For each of the yes
or no traits we looked at, there is a dominant and a recessive form.
Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin

Dominant
Brown
Freckles
Can roll
Dimples
Unattached
Widow’s peak
Normal vision
Cleft chin

Recessive
Blue
No freckles
Can’t roll
No dimples
Attached
Straight hairline
Nearsighted
Smooth chin
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Yes
BB or Bb
FF or Ff
TT or Tt
DD or Dd
ee
WW or Ww
nn
CC or Cc

No
bb
ff
tt
dd
EE or Ee
ww
NN or Nn
cc

Step 1 – Figure out your genotype
So… what’s your genotype? Remember, you have two copies of every gene! One gene comes from each
parent.
If your phenotype (your observable traits like eye color) is recessive (b), then your genotype has to be two
recessive alleles (bb).
If your phenotype is dominant (B), then your genotype (the 2 forms of genes you have) could be EITHER
two dominant alleles (BB) or one dominant and one recessive allele (Bb). In this exercise, if you have the
dominant phenotype, assume that you have 2 dominant alleles (BB) unless you KNOW that a parent or
sibling has the recessive trait, in which case your genotype will be one dominant and one recessive allele
(Bb).
Trait

Dominant

Recessive

Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin

Brown (B)
Freckles (F)
Can roll (T)
Dimples (D)
Unattached (E)
Widow’s peak (W)
Normal vision (N)
Cleft chin (C)

Blue (b)
No freckles (f)
Can’t roll (t)
No dimples (d)
Attached (e)
Straight hairline (w)
Nearsighted (n)
Smooth chin I (c)
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My
phenotype

My
genotype

Step 2 – Make eggs and sperm
You are going to make babies with a partner (don’t worry, no sex required). To begin, each person will
need to make two gametes (sperm and/or eggs). Sperm and eggs are special because while every other cell
in our bodies has two copies of our genes (one from mom and one from dad), sperm and eggs have only
one copy of each gene. Our two alleles for any gene are randomly divided into our gametes. Thus, if your
genotype is Bb, some gametes will have the dominant B allele and some gametes will have the recessive b
allele.
In this lab, you will flip a coin for each trait to determine which allele is in each gamete. With your partner,
decide which person will make sperm and which person will make eggs. Each person will make 2 gametes.
Look closely at your genotype. Toss the coin for each gene (each trait).
Heads " the gamete will have the first allele
Tails " the gamete will have the second allele
For example, let’s say your genotype is Bb for eye color. If you flip heads, then give sperm #1 the B allele.
Flip again for the second gamete. If you flip tails, then give sperm #2 the b allele.
Fill in the sperm and eggs below for you and your partner.
___________’s Egg #1
Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin

___________’s Egg #2
Allele

Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin

___________’s Sperm #1
Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin
Gender

Allele

___________’s Sperm #2
Allele

Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin
Gender

Allele

Notice, there is an extra line for gender under the sperm. That is because sperm pass on the information
that determines whether the child will be a boy or a girl. The sperm providing partner should flip their coin
one extra time.
Head " girl
Tails " boy
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Step 3 – Making Babies
You and your partner are now ready to have kids! You will make two kids. Sperm #1 will fertilize egg #1
to create baby #1. They combine their genes to make a baby. That baby now has two copies of each gene –
one copy from mom, and one from dad.
In the chart below, fill in each baby’s genotype and phenotype. Then, draw a picture in color of what that
child will look like as a 10 year old (5th grade).
Baby #1 – Name __________________________
Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin
Gender

Genotype

Draw a picture here:

Phenotype

Baby #2 – Name __________________________
Trait
Brown eyes
Freckles
Tongue rolling
Dimples
Earlobe attachment
Widow’s peak
Nearsightedness
Cleft chin
Gender

Genotype

Draw a picture here:

Phenotype
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Step 4 Questions – answer these questions in your science notebook
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Draw a single gene.
Draw a chromosome with many genes (label the genes).
Explain the relationship between DNA, genes and chromosomes. Use human DNA as an example.
Think back to the question from your KWLH: “How does DNA provide the information needed
for an organism to: a) Do all the daily tasks necessary for survival? b) Make offspring that
resemble the parent?” How would you answer these questions now?
How has your thinking changed since you first started your KWLH? What new experiences and
evidence helped changed your thinking?
How many copies of each gene do you have? Where do they come from?
What’s the difference between your phenotype and your genotype?
What does it mean for an allele to be dominant?
For the freckles trait, having freckles (F) is dominant while no freckles (f) is recessive. What will
someone that is Ff look like?
If someone does not have freckles, what do you know about their genotype? Explain how you
know.
What are gametes?
How many copies of each gene do gametes have? Why is this different from the answer you gave
to question #4? Explain completely why gametes have a different number of genes and a
difference number of chromosomes as all the other cells in your body.
Humans have between 20,000-25,000 genes. In this lab we only considered 8. Given this
information, how likely is it for 2 of your own gametes to be exactly the same? Explain
completely.
Is it possible for your child to look exactly like you? Explain completely.
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P8 – Isopod Variations
Variation in a population is the raw material on which natural selection works. How do scientists measure
and quantify variation in traits? We will use garden isopods (better known as “rolly pollies” or “pill
bugs”) as a model organism in order to describe and measure several different traits.
Your group will be given a small population of isopods and will need to make up an objective way to
measure a trait of your choosing (length, mass, speed, color intensity, how long it takes to flip over, how
long it stays rolled up, etc.). How do you think these variations might affect your isopods in the “wild”?
Procedure
1. Once your group gets its box of isopods, spend a few minutes observing the features and behavior
of your isopods. Look carefully at BOTH their physical traits and their behavioral traits.
2. With your group, pick a isopod trait to measure. Try to pick a trait that has at least some genetic
component. Design a procedure for measuring the variation you chose. In order to make a
“measurement” and not just an observation, it is important to avoid subjective measurements
(bigger, faster, smarter) and focus on objective ones instead (4.5 cm, travels 8 cm/min, figures out
a maze in 2 min). Everyone in the group must agree on the procedure such that the results would
be the same, no matter who conducted the test. That means that your procedure should be precise
enough and describe exactly what to do as if you were describing how to conduct the test over the
phone to a friend. For instance, if you want to measure “size”, do you measure weight or length
or width or height? If you measure length, what do you do when the isopod is hiding inside its
shell? Do you count antennae or not? Do you use centimeters or inches?
3. Using your procedure, record the results for each isopod. For the presentation, you will need to
come up with a way to represent your results graphically – pie charts, histograms, line graphs, etc.
4. With your group, make a hypothesis about which isopods have the best chance of surviving in the
wild. Describe your prediction and explain your reasoning.
5. With your group, create a scenario in which the frequency of the alleles for the trait you measured
changes over time in a population of isopods in the wild. For example, would it be possible for
the adult isopods in this area, on average, to get bigger? What could be responsible for such a
change?
6. Consider how many different genes do you think are responsible for this trait? How do you
know? Hint: if there are only 2 or at most 3 different possible phenotypes for the trait you chose
(as with humans, you have dimples or you don’t) then it’s a single gene trait. If there are many
different possible phenotypes (as with human skin color, hair color, intelligence, musical ability,
etc.) then it’s a multi-gene trait.
Presentation grading criteria
5 points – Describe the trait you chose and your procedure for measuring variations in that trait. For full
credit your procedure must reflect an objective measurement that is detailed enough for someone in the
audience to do the same measurement and get the same result as you by following your instructions.
5 points – Graphically represent the results for your population of isopods.
4 points – Make a prediction about which isopods have the best chance of surviving in the wild and
clearly explain your reasoning.
3 points – Describe a scenario in which the frequency of the alleles for the trait you measured changes
over time.
3 points – Explain how many different genes you think are responsible for this trait.
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A27 - Bird Beak Buffet
In this lab we will investigate the results of variation and competition on a population. We will be
studying a population of birds with different beak traits. Birds of this species may be fork-billed, scoopbilled, or blade-billed. (These are variations, or slightly different forms of a particular trait that appear in
members of the same species).
These birds eat beans. The bean population also has variations. Beans may be red, white or black.
Each year, the birds forage in their feeding ground and try to eat as much as possible. In each year, the 5
birds that eat the most will reproduce and have babies with the same beak trait as their parent. The 5 birds
that eat the least will die (but may be reincarnated as a new bird).
Each year, beans that aren’t eaten will reproduce. Each uneaten bean will have a baby with the same color
trait as their parent.
Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All birds must wait outside the feeding grounds until Irene says “Go!”
Birds may only touch food with their beaks. No hands!
Food must make it into their “stomach” (a paper cup) to count.
Stomachs may not touch the ground.
No hurting other birds. (But you can help each other if you want.)
No touching other birds’ stomachs.
When Irene blows the whistle, all birds must immediately leave the feeding ground.

** Any breaking of the rules will result in automatic death with no chance of reincarnation! **
At the end of each year…
1. Birds with the same type of beak should get together to report their data to the bird data collectors.
2. After bird data has been collected, bean data collectors should visit each group of birds to find out
how many beans were eaten by each type of bird.
3. Bean data collectors should collect all the eaten beans and calculate how many bean babies should
be added to the feeding ground.
4. Finally, birds will line up according to how many beans they ate. The 5 birds that ate the most will
reproduce. The 5 birds that ate the least will die and get reincarnated as bird babies.
Irene will provide each person with a data sheet that will be added to their science notebook.
In addition, after the activity, add the following data tables to your science notebook. Fill them in using
the data from your data sheets and the class information. Graph the results in a line graph.
Bird Population Summary
Year # fork-bills # scoop-bills # blade-bills

Bean Population Summary
Year # red beans # white
beans
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
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# black
beans

Answer these questions in your science notebook:
1. In 2-3 sentences, describe how the bird population changed over the 5 years of feeding and
reproducing.
2. Which beak trait was best suited to this environment? Explain why that beak trait did so well.
3. Could you imagine a different environment (perhaps with a different type of food supply) where a
different beak trait would survive better? Describe that imaginary environment and how it would
affect the survival of the birds.
4. In 2-3 sentences, describe how the bean population changed over the 5 years of being preyed upon
by birds and reproducing.
5. Which bean color trait was best suited to this environment? Explain why that bean color trait did so
well.
6. Could you imagine a different environment (perhaps with a different colored ground surface) where
a different bean color trait would survive better? Describe that imaginary environment and how it
would affect the survival of the beans.
What is evolution? Quite simply, evolution is descent with modification. This includes both the idea
that the frequency of a gene will change in a population over time as environmental conditions change
and also the idea that new species descend from common ancestors over many generations. Ultimately,
evolution can explain the vast diversity of life on this planet and the idea that all life on Earth shares a
common ancestor.
Although there are many mechanisms for organisms to change over time, the most important of these is
natural selection. It works in this way:
• There is variation in a population. Different individuals have different traits.
• There is heredity. Traits can be passed on from parent to offspring through our genes.
• There is competition (sometime referred to as differential survival and reproduction) so
that some individuals survive and reproduce more than others.
"
The end result is natural selection – the individuals with the traits that
best fit the environment are most likely to survive, reproduce, and pass
on their traits to the next generation. In this way, future generations,
when viewed at the level of an entire population, will have more
advantageous traits and fewer disadvantageous traits compared to their
parents.
Charles Darwin came up with the idea of natural selection after observing finches with different types
of beaks on the Galapagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador. In addition, there were man different types
of seeds and fruits that the finches ate. This activity is designed to mimic the data Darwin collected and
encourage you to see what Darwin saw – without having to visit a small volcanic island and catch and
observe a whole lot of finches.
7.

In your science notebook, do the following:
a) Describe an example of variation that you saw in this activity.
b) Describe an example of heredity that you saw in this activity.
c) Describe an example of competition that you saw in this activity.
d) Describe an example of natural selection that you saw in this activity.
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A28 – What are mutations?
CYP2D6
This protein is one of several Cytochrome
P450 proteins that is found in the body.
CYP2D6 is found in the liver and helps the
body metabolize and break down drugs such as
cocaine, cold medicines, antidepressants, and
pain killers.
The gene itself (the DNA sequence) is over
9,400 bases long. The resulting protein is
nearly 500 amino acids long. Here is the very
first part of the normal, mutation-free DNA
sequence. Transcribe it into mRNA and then
use the genetic code to translate it into an
amino acid sequence.
Sense strand:
Antisense strand:

T A C C C C G A T C T T C G T G A C C A C
A T G G G G C T A G A A G C A C T G G T G

mRNA:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Protein:

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

Several mutations in the gene that codes for CYP2D6 have been recently been identified. These
mutations may change the ability of the protein to do its job and break down drugs. Each group will be
assigned one of the following mutations. With your group:
1) Identify the mutation in the DNA sequence
2) Transcribe and translate your DNA sequence into an amino acid sequence
3) Compare your amino acid sequence with the normal protein
4) Predict how your mutation will affect the ability of your protein to function
Mut1 Sense:
Mut1 Antisense:

T A C C C C G A T A T T C G T G A C C A C
A T G G G G C T A T A A G C A C T G G T G

Mut2 Sense:
Mut2 Antisense:

T A C C C C G A C T T C G T G A C C A C G
A T G G G G C T G A A G C A C T G G T G C

Mut3 Sense:
Mut3 Antisense:

T A C A C C G A T C T T C G T G A C C A C
A T G T G G C T A G A A G C A C T G G T G

Mut4 Sense:
Mut4 Antisense:

T A C C C C G A C C T T C G T G A C C A C
A T G G G G C T G G A A G C A C T G G T G
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A29 - Breeding Cats
Cat breeders are very good at understanding how traits are passed from one generation to the
next. One notable variation in cats is the “hairless cat” due to a recessive gene.
HH = Furry
Hh = Furry
hh = Hairless

Ms. Jones breeds cats. She has 25 pure-bred, furry cats (HH) and 25 hairless cats (hh). One
spring day, Dennis (the Menace) sneaks onto her property and opens all the cages. All the cats
escape! They survive just fine in the nearby fields eating mice and squirrels and birds. Ms.
Jones goes out of business and moves away but the cats breed that summer and have lots of
kittens. Unfortunately, hairless cats can’t survive the winter and thus don’t get to breed the
following year. What happens to the hairless gene over the next 10 generations?
Procedure:
1. Get 50 white beans (H alleles) and 50 black beans (h alleles) and a data sheet.
2. Mix the beans in the paper bag - you have just mated all the furry and hairless cats.
3. To see what the kittens look like, draw out beans 2 at a time without looking.
4. Record the number of HH, Hh, and hh you draw.
5. Count the total number of H and h alleles.
6. Calculate the frequency of H and h alleles as a percentage of the total.
7. Mate cats again for the following year.
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In your science notebook:
1. Fill out the table below with the data you and your partner collect.
(Remember… H = white beans and h = black beans. H is dominant and h is recessive.)
Year

# of HH
Furry

# of Hh
Furry

# of hh
Hairless

Total #
H

Total # h

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

25

0

25

50

50

H Allele
Frequen
cy
50%

h Allele
Frequen
cy
50%

2. Did the hairless allele disappear completely in 10 years?
3. Predict what will happen in 100 years? Explain your logic.
4. Why is the hairless allele becoming less common? Use what you know about natural
selection to defend your idea.
5. If there was no competition (the cats lived in a climate where hairless cats could survive the
winter) would you see the same results? Why or why not?
6. If there was less competition (the cats lived in a climate where only some of the hairless cats
died each winter) would you see the same results? Why or why not?
7. Is evolution taking place in this situation? Is natural selection taking place in this situation?
Explain completely by comparing your observations from this activity to the modern theory
of evolution and natural selection.
8. Does evolution always result in new species? Use your observations from this activity to
defend your idea.
9. How are natural selection and evolution related? Explain completely.
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